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1. Conceptual Framework for Determining the Feasibility, 
Design, and Implementation of Electronic 






Electronic marketing involves the use of telecommunications and 
data equipment processing equipment to create a centralized trading 
arena where large numbers of buyers and sellers can participate in the 
trading process. Trading is based on product descriptions; physical 
assembly of the. product is not necessary. Electronic markets are of 
relatively recent origin and have been gaining increased attention. 
The interest 1n electronic markets for many agricultural 
commodities stems largely from the trend towards thin open markets and 
rapidly advancing technology. Thin markets are characterized by low 
volume, lack of competition among bidders, inadequate, and delayed 
market information and a high potential for price manipulation 
(Henderson, Schrader and Turner, 1976). 
C<~nada was the first country to successfully implement electronic 
marketing when in 1961 slaughter hogs were sold in Ontario using a 
teletype communication system (Peer, 1976). Later, similar systems were 
used in Manitoba (Lowe, 1968) and Alberta (Hawkins, 1972). In the 
United States, conference telephone auctions are being used in at least 
eight states to sell feeder pigs, slaughter hogs, feeder and 
slaughter lambs, and feeder and slaughter cattle (Henderson et al, 





Several conditions are important for an electronic market for 
agricultural commodities to be successful (Henderson et al., 1976). 
These include the following: 
1. Potentially competitive markets; 
2. Trader interest; 
3. Commodity description; 
4. High volume; 
5. Trader education; 
6. Performance guarantees; 
7. Grading systems; and 
8. Large volume trading. 
Research has suggested that electronic marketing has the 
theoretical potential to increase both technical and pricing efficiency 
(Henderson et al., 1976; Henderson, Schrader, Sporleder and Baldwin, 
1979). This has also been supported by a limited amount of empirical 
work (Engleman, Holder and Paul, 1979; Helmreich, Epperson and Huang, 
1980; Henderson et al., 1979; Henderson and Baldwin, 1981; Holder, 1979; 
Lu, 1968; Lu, 1969). 
Technical efficiency 1.s improved by reducing the marketing costs 
through reduced multiple handling, cross hauling, ntnnber of transactions 
and time required. Encouraging the use of value related descriptive 
terms, providing accurate and timely market information to all 
participants, and increasing the number of buyers should improve pricing 
efficiency (Russell and Purcell, July 1980). Various groups in the 
market are affected by electronic marketing. Agribusiness firms stand 
to lose - as farmers stand to gain -to the extent that electronic 
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markets bypass existing marketing institutions and agents. Consumers 
s hou 1 d realize long term benefits from improved allocation of resources 
and coordination in the industry in which electronic markets are adopted 
(Henderson et al., 1976). 
However, electronic markets would not reduce future uncertainty nor 
would farmers' market power be enhanced. All the theoretical and 
empiric a 1 research which is supportive of electronic marketing may not 
prove to be true in actual situations. There have been failures in 
getting some electronic markets to operate commercially. Some striking 
examples are the unsuccessful lamb teleauction 1n the early 1960's in 
Virginia (Holder, 1979), little participation in Egg Clearinghouse 
Inc.'s electronic marketing system for eggs (Schlei, 1980), closure of a 
computerized slaughter hog auction system in Ohio due to insufficient 
consignments (Henderson and Baldwin, 1981), and the unsuccessful 
attempts to sell slaughter cows by computer 1n Virginia (Russell, 1981). 
An electronic market for grains may have potential. Grains have 
some distinct advantages over other agricultural commodities, in that 
they are not easily perishable and can more easily be described by 
mutually acceptable grades and standards. 
The Grain Electronic Marketing (GEM) project at Oklahoma State 
University is a jointly funded project of the Agricultural Marketing 
Service, United States Department of Agriculture and Oklahoma State 
University. The objectives of this project are to conceptualize a Grain 
Electronic Market for hard red winter wheat, corn and soybeans and to 
determine the economic feasibility of Grain Electronic Markets. 
Specifically the objectives are: 
4. 
1. To determine the strengths and weaknesses of the existing grain 
marketing system; 
2. To examine the potential application of existing electronic 
marketing and videotex systems; 
3. To determine market participant's expected benefits and 
objectives for an electronic marketing system; and 
4. To specify the desirable characteristics of an electronic 
marketing system including equipment, software and 
institutional requirements. 
The Problem 
Few studies have looked at the potential of electronic marketing of 
gra~ns. The only study to date was limited to Georgia producers 
(Turner, Epperson and Fletcher, 1983). Many attempts to implement 
electronic marketing have failed for varied reasons. 
Russell and Purcell have examined the causes for the failure of a 
computerized auction system for slaughter livestock and have emphasized 
the need for careful planning and rehearsal before actually implementing 
the system. 
The success of an electronic marketing system for grains depends 
largely on acceptance and benefits perceived by its potential users, 
namely producers and elevator managers. It is important, therefore, to 
give high priority to the choices and preferences of would be users. 
The a .. t tit ude s and preferences of grain producers and elevator managers 




The objective of this study ~s to describe the important 
characteristics of a grain electronic marketing system based on the 
responses of grain producers, elevator managers and officers, and 
feed lot operators in a survey questionnaire. Areas of agreement and 
disagreement between varied respondent categories will be discussed. 
Review of Literature 
Available literature on designing electronic markets for 
agricultural commodities (particularly grains) is limited, Little work 
has concentrated on identifying important system or participant 
characteristics and designing new systems. 
Henderson, Schrader, and Turner (1976) suggested that electronic 
marketing could be a viable market alternative to the trend towards thin 
open markets for many agricultural commodities, Prices ~n such markets 
may not be accurate measures of product value due to low volume, lack of 
competition among bidders, inadequate information, inaccessibility to 
traders and a high potential for price manipulation. Electronic markets 
combine two distinct but often combined marketing function - negotiating 
the trade and physical transfer of the product from seller to buyer. 
Types of electronic markets in use are: 
1. Manual trading systems; 
2. Telephone auctions; 
3. Teletype auctions; and 
4. Computerized trading systems. 
Anticipated gains from electronic marketing are increased pricing 
accuracy, market coordination, marketing efficiency, equity, and 
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fairness. Some losses could be an inflexible and unprogressive industry 
if grades and standards become overly rigid, no increase ~n farmer's 
market power, nor any reduction in future price uncertainty. The groups 
standing to gain would be farmers and in the long run consumers. 
Henderson, Schrader and Turner (1976) argued that agribusiness firms, 
tend to be the losers due to their being bypassed by electronic markets. 
However, an aggressive and innovative marketing firm could emerge as a 
significant benefactor if it takes the lead ~n developing and 
implementing an electronic market. 
Bell, Henderson, Holder, Purcell, Russell, Sporleder and Ward 
(1984) described electronic markets, presented the need for electronic 
marketing and proposed general procedures for establishing an electronic 
marketing system. E 1 e c t r o n i c m ark e t s c a p t u r e t he advantage s of 
centralized selling while avoiding the disadvantages of physical 
assembly of the product, buyers and sellers. The current agricultural 
marketing industry is plagued with several problems and imperfections. 
An electronic market must perform four functions: 
1. Describe the product; 
2. Identify the traders; 
3. Negotiate the sale; and 
4. Transfer the product. 
Various electronic markets and the commodities for which they are 
used are identified by Bell et al. (1984): 
1. Telephone auctions for feeder pigs, slaughter lambs, slaughter 
cattle and feeder cattle; 
2. Video Auctions for feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, feeder 
lambs, breeding sheep and breeding cattle, and 
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3. Computerized marketing systems. 
A. TELCOT was started in 1975 by Plains Cotton Co-operative 
Association. It now serves the major cotton growing, 
selling and buying areas throughout the United States. 
B. Egg Clearing House Inc., was organized in 1971 for "nest 
run" eggs. 
traders. 
In 1978 ECI installed 55 terminals for use by 
C. National Electronic Marketing Association (NEMA) was 
developed for market lambs and slaughter cows by Virginia 
Tech and the Virginia Department of Agriculture and 
Consumer Services. 
D. CATTLEX is used for feeder cattle and was developed at 
Texas A & M University. 
E. HAMS was developed and tested by the Ohio State University 
for slaughter hogs. 
F. CATS was developed by the University of Illinois and 
Illinois Department of Agriculture for wholesale meat. It 
did not attract enough participants to make the system 
economically feasible. 
Computerized marketing systems have three key elements: 
1. Hardware; 
2. Software; and 
3. The communications network. 
Early involvement of potential users of the system is of key 
importance Ln starting with electronic marketing. 
Russell and Purcell (August, 1983) stressed that determining the 
feasibility, design and implementation of an electronic marketing 
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system relies upon the theories of economics, finance, organizational 
behavior and other disciplines. Mirror image surveys and technical 
studies are needed to produce an accurate and well designed feasibility 
study. A mirror image survey involves the use of paired questions to 
examine key areas of concern along two related stages of economic 
activity in a marketing system. Such surveys provide a useful vehicle 
to examine the attitudes of buyers and sellers towards the present 
marketing system and desired characteristics of a proposed electronic 
marketing system. Areas of agreement and disagreement become readily 
apparent. A conceptual framework for determining the feasibility, 
design and implementation of an electronic marketing system was 
presented (Figure 1). 
Electronic marketing systems will not be feasible in all 
situations. Feasibility must first be determined followed by proper 
design and implementation which will, to a large extent, determine the 
success of the system. 
Russell (1981) used personal experiences as well as analysis of the 
data generated by Electronic Marketing Association Inc., (EMA)'s 
electronic marketing system for his study. It was built a-:.:aund the 
working hypothesis that an increase in the theoretical and empirical 
base of knowledge about electronic marketing will aid in determining its 
feasibility and 1n system design, implementation and evaluation. He 
cone luded that electronic marketing does appear to have the potential to 
increase technical and pricing efficiency. He also examined the 
theoretical foundation of the investment decision and potential trader 
motivation for electronic marketing. He also stressed the need for an 



















Russell, James R., "Electronic Marketing: Conceptual, 
Theoretical, and empirical considerations," Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Virginia Tech, December, 1981.) 
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework for Determining the Feasibility, Design 
and Implementation of Electronic Marketing System. 
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to traders should the system be successful. Mirror image surveys and 
technical studies should be used for conceptualizing the system for 
later design and implementation. The design of an electronic marketing 
system may be subdivided into organizational, hardware, software and 
procedural design. The involvement of industry leaders early in design 
and development is vital. Mirror image surveys and technical studies 
should precede the development of the software. 
A well designed electronic marketing system, which has been 
determined feasible and is the result of input from industry 
participants, will be implemented with less effort and a higher 
probability of success than a system not so designed. 
Ethridge (1978) did one of the earliest studies of electronic 
marketing for a non-livestock agricultural commodity. He studied 
Te lcot, a computerized remote access market for cotton. Under the Smith 
Doxey classification, he noted 45 grade, 23 staple length and 7 
micronaire groups, making a total of 7245 distinct quality categories of 
cotton. This factor of heterogeneity of cotton fiber makes the 
determination of market price of a particular quality in a g1ven 
location at a specific point 1n time much more complex. Telcot, 
operated by the Plains Cotton Cooperative Association (PCCA) in Lubbock, 
Texas has been 1n use since 1975. P r o d u c e r s f rom any of the 1 90 
participating cooperative gins can use Telcot to sell cotton on a spot 
basis by the regular offer system or the firm offer system. In either 
case, the computer prints the invoices for both buyer and seller. No 
direct costs of the system are paid by the producer. The Telcot system 
also has the capability of handling pooled spot sales and trading 
forward contracts. Use of the Telcot spot marketing systems from 
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producers and merchants in 1977/78 has more than doubled since 1975/76. 
A prerequisite for any kind of remote trading, electronic or 
o the rw i se, is a standardized grading system which is accepted by buyers 
and sellers. The investment cost for an electronic marketing system is 
high, requiring large amounts of capital. Trading volume must be 
sufficient to cover these costs. 
The size of the initial investment in electronic markets, 
especially computerized markets, is such that only large organizations 
may be able to undertake their establishment. El~ctronic markets 
provide increas.ed price and operational efficiencies. Geographic 
location of buyers and sellers may be unimportant. Merchants now 
subscribing to Te lcot are located from Dallas, Texas to Memphis, 
Tennessee. 
Russell and Purcell (August, 1979) used m~rror image surveys to 
interview 20 packers and 83 producers of Virginia slaughter cattle. 
They then used the results of the surveys to draw implications to the 
development and operation of an electronic marketing system. The 
attitudes, experiences and expectations of producers were then compared 
with those of packers, to gain better insight. The producers and 
packers suggested characteristics which an electronic marketing system 
should and should not possess, with some gray areas with no clear cut 
answers. 
Their study cone 1 uded that a new electronic marketing system for 
s 1 au gh te r cattle should use progressive instead of regressive bidding. 
Producers should be given the choice of selling their cattle on a 
liveweight basis. A third party should do the grading. Each set of 
cattle should be auctioned separately. ·the marketing organization 
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should have the authority to stop a sale when it feels bids are not 
reflecting a fair market value and/or the producer should be able to set 
a reservation price for his cattle. Using breed, liveweight, quality 
grade, dressing percent, age, amount of finish and state of health in 
describing slaughter cattle should be mutually acceptable to both 
producers and packers. The marketing organization's manager or its 
board of directors should settle any disputes or disagreements that 
might arise. Producers and packers disagreed in some areas which have 
significance for an electronic marketing system. No conclusive answer 
could be obtained as to what type of contractual agreement (oral, 
written, bonded written) should be used. Answers to such questions as 
when title to the cattle should change, who should own and control an 
electronic marketing organization, whether to sell the cattle on the 
farm or at an assembly point and what size lots should be offered for 
sale were not apparent. The surveys have given a broad understanding of 
what the potential users (producers and packers) want in an electronic 
marketing system and certain aspects which they did not approve of. 
Schrader (August, 1984) hypothesized the impact of electronic 
trading on prices. He emphasize<i that price is in central consideration 
in the evaluation of an institutional change. Electronic trading can 
result in net prices more favorable to both buyers and sellers 
simultaneously. The reasons are lower physical costs of transfer from 
buyers to sellers, access to more trading alternatives, reduced 
uncertainty and nearly perfect information. All this would cause the 
market structure to shift in the direction of effective competition. 
Enhanced pricing accuracy occurs due to more uniform distribution 
of information available among traders. However, the notion of 
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pricing accuracy is difficult to measure. There is no counter part for 
the concept of price in actual dynamic markets in space, time, and form. 
Studies done on the impact of electronic trading on prices in case 
of Egg Clearing House Inc., HAMS, NEMA, CATTLEX, TELCOT, were examined. 
Changes in price level have been noticed in many cases, but the evidence 
must be interpreted with caution. Sellers may have demanded more when 
se !ling on electronic systems (CATTLEX & ECI). There may have been some 
novelty effect included in the early stages. It may also be due to 
reduced transaction costs, a shift in market power, or both. The 
analyses cannot discriminate. Evidence of a price leader role for 
elect ron i c trading, though initially observed, eroded over time. Since 
electronic trading is believed to benefit the less powerful side, the 
farmer, initiative for change should be forthcoming from his side. But 
many producers do not believe that they have a problem. Most feel they 
are selling at better than average prices regularly. If this attitude 
is common, farmers may not be ready to change their marketing methods. 
Past experiences have emphasized the need for great care in 
developing and designing a new electronic marketing system. Some 
sys terns may have failed, not due to the lack of potential, but because 
of faulty planning, desig11 and unreadiness of the system. 
The s y stern should offer its potential users what they want and not 
what the developer thinks they need. Potential users and experienced 
leaders in the industry should be involved in developing the system from 
the beginning. 
Turner et al. (1983) used dummy variables to describe the 
negative/positive attitudes of producers towards a multicommodity 
electronic marketing system. A total of 258 producers were interviewed 
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with the choice of selecting either Yes or No to the questions asked. 
Two models were estimated, the first one used producer's initial 
reaction to electronic marketing as the dependent variable. The second 
model included 19 additional positive respondents, who switched from 
negative to positive with additional information. The probit procedure 
was used to identify factors that influence producer attitudes toward 
electronic marketing. 
The study indicated encouraging responses toward multicommodity 
systems. A multicommodity system could tap more potential participants 
thereby reducing market costs. 
Hypothesis 
This study uses the working hypothesis that an ~ncrease m 
the empirical base of knowledge concerning grain electronic marketing 
will be useful to grain market participants, researchers, and 
other interested parties. Specifically, this information should be 





The surveys were directed towards grain producers, elevator 
managers and officials, and feedlot operators in states west of the 
Mississippi river. 
Grain Elevator Questionnaires 
There were two versions of the gra1.n elevator questionnaires. The 
longer version was sent to state Grain and Feed Association Officers and 
Directors. The shorter version was sent to a random sample of 
federally inspected warehouse managers. The nwnber of questionnaires 
mailed and their respective response rate is given in Table I. 
The primary purpose of these questionnaires was to determine the 
attitudes of elevator management towards Grain Electronic Marketing. 
Both questionnaires contained many similar questions, but the Officers 
and Directors Survey represented a more detailed version of the 
manager's survey. It included additional questions on grain sales, 
de 1 i v e r i e s and t h e imp o r t an c e o f g r a in h and 1 in g operations • The 
questions common to both the questionnaires were those pertaining to 
their operational characteristics (size, type, etc.), familiarity with 
electronic marketing and their attitudes toward a proposed grain 
electronic marketing system. 
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Grain Producer Questionnaires 
One hundred and fifty grain producers were randomly selected from 
the major grain producing counties in Oklahoma, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, 
Missouri, Arkansas and interviewed personally. The top two grain 
producing counties within each state were selected and a four mile 
square block was randomly selected within these counties and surveyed. 
The questionnaire administered under this survey constituted the longer 
version- involving more questions about the marketing channels used and 
the importance attached to presently used marketing practices. 
In addition, a shorter version of this survey was sent to 1200 
randomly selected wheat, corn and soybean producers in states west of 
the Mississippi river. The response rates are given in Table II. 
Feedlot Questionnaire 
To examine feedlot operator attitudes, a mail survey was conducted 
over a six state area 1n the Southern High Plains area. Three hundred 
twenty-four questionnaires were mailed to commercial feedlots in 
Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas with a one 
time capacity of 5000 head or more. The survey resulted in 78 completed 
questionnaires yielding a 24 percent response rate. 
Merging the Surveys 
The objective of this study 1s to analyze the responses of 
different groups, namely, producers, elevator managers and feedlot 
operators toward the characteristics of a potential grain electronic 
marketing system. Both the producer surveys (mail out and personal 
in te rv iew) can be combined for analytical purposes if statistically 
TABLE I 
GRAIN ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRES 
Total Questionnaires Mailed 
Total Questionnaires Received 
Response Rate (Percent) 
(Source: Survey Data) 







GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSE TO QUESTIONNAIRE 
Total Number of 
Questionnaires 
























significant differences do not exist between the responses of the two 
groups. No significant differences imp lies that both samples are from 
the same population. Both the elevator surveys (officer and director 
survey and the Federally Inspected warehouse Survey) could be combined 
~n a similar manner. A t-test will be used to determine if 
statistically significant differences exist between mean responses for 
each common question on the two versions of the elevator and producer 
questionnaire (Fox, Peck and Nickols, 1985; Steel and Torrie, 1980; 
Snedecor and Cochran, 1967). If 80 percent of responses to the common 
questions ~n the producer questionnaires do not have significantly 
different means, then the verHons will be combined. Similarly, if 80 
percent of the responses to the common questions in the elevator 
questionnaires do not have significantly different reans, then the two 
versions of the elevator survey will be combined. It ~s assumed that 
the means x1 and x2 for the producer surveys and the elevator 
surveys are normally distributed and are independent. 
Test for Equality of Variances 
In testing for significantly different means, different test 
statistics are used depending on whether the sample variances, are 
different. 
variance. 
Hence the first step ~s to test for equality of the sample 
The null hypothesis 
2 
~ s and s 2 
2 
are from 
independent random samples from normal populations with the same 
variance. A five percent significance level will be used for the 
statistical tests. Estimates of the population variance for each sample 
~s calculated separately. The F test statistic is a ratio of two 
statistical tests. Estimates of the population variance for each sample 
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is calculated separately. The F test statistic ~sa ratio of two 
variances and is used when a test for equality of two variances is being 
made. The F test statistic is: 
larger of 
2 s 2 
sl ' 2 
F = (1) 
smaller of 
2 s 2 
sl ' 2 
Degrees of freedom for Fare <n 1-l) and (n 2-l), wheren 1 andn 2 
are the sample sizes. This calculated F value ~s compared with a Tabled 
F Value at the five percent significance level. The null hypothesis ~s 
rejected if the calculated F is greater than the Tabled F and leads to 
the conclusion that the sample variances are unequal. If the observed F 
is less than the tabled F, then we fail to reject the null hypothesis. 
T Statistic 
The T test is used to test for hypothesis on the means, when the 
distribution of the variable and its mean are unknown but its variance 
is known. In this study the test determines whether the two surveys can 
be combined into one larger elevator sample and one larger grain 
producer sampLe. The test is based on the null hypothesis that no 
significant difference exists between the means of the two samples. 
The test (calculated t) statistic for testing the equality of means 
from two unequal sized (n 1 and n 2 ) independent samples when the 
variances are equal is: 
(2) 
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This test statistic includes a term for the pooled variance s2 
where: 
(3) 
2 2 and S 1 and S 2 are the v a r i an c e s o f the two s amp 1 e s. The 
degrees of freedom for samples with equal variances is (n 1 + n 2 -
2). This calculated t is then compared with the tabulated t at the five 
percent significance level with the given degrees of freedom. The null 
hypothesis is rejected if the calculated t is more than the tabulated t. 
The test statistic for testing the equality of means from two 
independent samples (with nl and n2 absenting) when the variances 
are unequal is: 
This statistic does not follow a student's t,-distribution. Since 
the tabu 1 a ted t value ordinarily assumes that population variances are 
equal, the t value for unequal variances requires a special table. 
According to Satterthwaite, the ordinary t table may be used but with 
the following approximation for degrees of freedom (df): 
df = (5) 
This approximation, which is also used by SAS, assigns an approximate 
number of degrees of freedom to this t. 
Once the calculated t value has been derived, it is compared with 
the tabulated t value at the five percent significance level with the 
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degrees of freedom determined by Satterthwaite's formula. If the 
calculated t is more than the tabulated t, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. 
Combining the Elevator Surveys 
Sixty two people responded to the officer's and director's survey 
and 118 responded to the warehouse managers survey. Some general 
inconsistencies exist between the two surveys. Officers and Directors 
of the state grain and feed associations are generally the more active 
participants ~n the grain industry. Due to their relatively higher 
position than the warehouse managers, they may have had more education, 
be better informed or had access to more technically advanced systems. 
This may cause their response to be different from those of the 
warehouse managers. 
There is one operational characteristic 1n the officer's and 
director's questionnaire which was not explained in the warehouse 
manager's questionnaire. The question asks the respondents to rate the 
degree of importance attached by them to buying grain which is described 
by an independent third party. The responses will be discus sed in 
detail in later sections of this study. 
Combining both the elevator surveys is based on the decision rule 
that 80 percent of the calculated t values for the questions analyzed 
are cons ide red insignificant (at the five percent significance leve 1). 
Forty five questions common to both surveys and their responses were 
analyzed for differences in mean responses. Out of these statistically 
different mean responses were observed in only two questions. On 
ability to change bid or offer prices as frequently as they wished the 
officers and directors had a mean response rate of 3.32 while the 
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elevator managers had a mean response rate of 3.80. The t value was 
2. 324 with a prob > ITI of 0.0214. On improved access to summaries of 
all sales and purchases the officers and directors had a mean response 
rate of 3. 29 while the elevator managers mean response rate was 3.63. 
The t value was 2.113 with a prob >ITI of 0.0362. 
Since more than 80 percent of the questions had no statistically 
significant differences in mean responses, the two elevator surveys were 
combined into a single larger sample. 
Combining the Producer Surveys 
One hundred and fifty grain producers were interviewed personally 
under one survey and 144 grain producers responded to the shorter mail 
out questionnaire. Inconsistencies between the two producer surveys may 
lead to biased results. Some questions, though intended to mean the 
same, are worded differently. For example, "offer grain at a set price 
and wait until a buyer bids that amount" (question 4a of Producer Mail 
Out Questionnaire ~n Appendix C) is worded as "producers could offer 
their grain at a set price and wait until a buyer bid that amount" 
(question 4a of section IV of Producer Personal Interview Questionuaire 
~n Appendix D). 
bias may result. 
This study assumes these questions are the same, but 
Another potential source of bias is the method of survey, that is, 
one survey was conducted by personal interview the other was a mail out 
questionnaire. Moreover three interviewers conducted the personal 
interview. Two were female and one was male. Differences in 
interviewer personalities and communication skills may hava influenced 
the producers ~n interpreting the questions differently. The personal 
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interview being longer than the mail out survey may also cause some 
inconsistency. The personal interview was restricted to grain producers 
from the top gra1.n producing counties of each state, while the mail out 
survey was a sample of randomly selected grain producers throughout the 
western states. 
Respondents to the producer personal interview questionnaire were 
a-;ked to respond on a 1 to 99 scale, while a 1 to 5 scale was used in 
the mail out survey. 
But both the scales must be the same before conducting a test for 
differences 1.n means. So the 1 to 99 scale used in the personal 
interview survey was converted to a 1 to 5 scale using the following 
method: 
1-20 = 1 NOT IMPORT ANT ; 
21-40 2 = LESS THAN MODERATELY IMPORT ANT; 
41-60 = 3 =MODERATELY IMPORTANT; 
61-80 = 4 
81-99 5 
GREATER THAN MODERATELY IMPORTANT; AND 
HIGHLY IMPORTANT. 
In making this transformation, interval level data is assumed. It 
was decided feasible to combine both the surveys if 80 pe:ccent or more 
of the questions do not show significant differences in means. There 
were SO questions relevant to both the producer surveys. The t-test 
revealed that eight questions had significantly different responses from 
the two surveys (Table III). On forward contracting grain at a set 
price and waiting until a buyer bids that amount, personal interview 
respondents had a mean response of 3.84 while mail out survey 
respondents gave a 3.54 mean response. Personal interview respondents 










CHARACTERISTICS WHICH REVEALED SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT RESPONSES FROM PRODUCER 
PERSONAL INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS AND PRODUCER MAIL OUT 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS 
Me an Response St sndard 
Deviation 
Prob >IT I 1* 2** 1* 2** Variances T Value 
0 ffer grain at a set price and 
wait until a buyer bids that amount 3.53 3.85 1.08 l. 21 EQUAL -2. 3508 0.0194 
Forward contract grain at a set 
price and wait until a buyer bids 
that amount 3.54 3.84 1.08 l. 16 EQUAL -2.2458 0.0255 
Place futures market orders 3. 20 3.56 1.16 1. 13 EQUAL -2.6629 0.0082 
Protein 3.06 3.53 1. 19 1. 28 EQUAL -3.1732 0.0017 
Access the system from home 3. 72 4.10 1.11 1. 04 EQUAL -2.9858 0.0031 
Access the system from a local 
agribusiness 3.43 3.79 1. 11 1.18 EQUAL -2.6317 0.0090 
Send and receive electronic mail 2.88 3.27 1.13 1. 41 UNEQUAL -2.4893 0.0134 
Use the computer for other consumer 
services (catalog shopping, airline 
reservations, etc.) 2. 35 2.85 1.15 1.49 UNEQUAL -3.1395 0.0019 
--
*Producer Mail Out Survey 




to place futures market orders. Mean response on the importance of 
protein as a descriptive characteristic was 3.53 for personal interview 
respondents and 3.06 for mail out survey respondents. Accessing the 
electronic marketing system from home had a trean response of 4.10 from 
personal interview respondents and 3.72 from mail out survey 
respondents. Similar differences were observed on mean responses to 
accessing the system from a local agribusiness- 3.79 and 3.43. Sending 
and receiving electronic mail had a mean response of 3.27 from personal 
interview respondents and 2.88 from those who answered the mail out 
questionnaire. Using the computer for other consumer services like 
cat a log shopping, air line reservations etc. had a mean response of 2.85 
from personal interview respondents and 2.35 from mail out survey 
respondents. 
Producers, grain elevator management and feedlot operators were 
asked questions pertaining to the size and nature of their business 
operations, the crops they grow or handled, the relative importance they 
attached to various pricing, information, descriptive, storage and 
transportation, operational and functional characteristics of a grain 
electronic market. The feedlot operator'f. questionnaire was a shorter 
vers1on with questions on descriptive and functional characteristics 
only. 
Chi-Square Analysis 
The chi-square test can be used as a quantitative test of the 
difference between the observed frequency (f.) and the expected 
1 
frequency (F. ) 
1 
1n a comparison. Normality is not assumed and the null 
hypothesis is: no significant difference exists between an observed set 
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of frequencies and a theoretically expected set of frequencies. 
In this analysis, nx 5 contingency tables are used to test varied 
hypotheses of association using the chi square statistic. A contingency 
table shows the relationship between two characteristics. In this 
study, n may be size of operation (small, medium and large), type of 
organization (cooperative and independent), and crop grown or handled 
(corn, wheat and soybeans). The 5 columns represent responses to a 










f. = observed frequency 
1 
F. expected frequency 
1 
K number of cells. 
The degrees of freedom are (R - l) (C- 1), where Rand Care the 
numbers of rows and columns, respectively. 
The responses will now be analy.7 ed 1n the new combined form as: 
l. The Elevator questionnaires; 
2. The Grain Producer questionnaires, and 
3. The Feedlot questionnaires. 
Chi square (x 2 ) and observed significance levels of .OS will be 
used throughout this study (Appendix F). 
2 
Previous literature on x 
analysis suggests that in order to obtain a valid x 2 estimate the 
expected frequency in each cell must be equal to at least five where 
expected frequency for the ith cell equals: 
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where f. = observed frequency. 
1 
(8) 
However, recent literature suggests that an expected frequency of 
two is sufficient for a valid x 2 (Roscoe and Byars, Cochran). 
Categories 
A 11 surveys are concerned with identifying the surveyee, the nature 
and size of his operation, and the crops grown or handled. Grain 
elevators were asked questions on their storage capacity, areas in which 
they operated, number of producers they bought grain from and scrld grain 
to, and their grain buying, handling and delivery procedures. Grain 
producers were to furnish infonnation on the numbers of acres owned, 
rented, leased, and operated by them in 1982, their on-fann grain 
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storage capacity, land distributed among van.ous crops and their selling 
and delivery methods. One of the objectives of this study is to 
determine, if any, differences of opinion exist within producers, within 
the elevator management and within the feedlot operators. Their 
responses were analyzed across groups based on type of organization, 
s1ze of operation during 1982 and crops handled or planted in 1982. 
Based on the type of organization, elevators were divided into 
cooperative (68 elevators) and independent (107 elevators). On number 
of bushels of grain handled during 1982, they were grouped as Small (up 
to one million bushels), Medium (one to five million bushels), and Large 
(over five million bushels). This resulted in 73 small, 76 medium and 
20 large elevators. Grouping on crop handled produced 111 responses for 
corn, 75 for soybeans and 126 for wheat. These responses together are 
more than the number of respondents (180) because each elevator handles 
more than one crop in most cases. 
The producers were grouped by size and crops grown. Analysis by 
number of acres planted in 1982 resulted in small (up to 400 acres), 
medium (401-800 acres) and large (over 800 acres) classifications. This 
resulted in 76 sm£.11, 87 medium and 127 large sized producers. For the 
294 grain producers who responded to the surveys, 169 responses raised 
corn, 227 raised soybeans and 133 raised wheat. Again, the total is due 
to one producer growing more than one of the above crops in 1982. 
The feedlot operators were grouped into small (5,000- 10,000 
he ad) , medi urn (10, 000 - 30,000 he ad) and large (over 30,000 he ad), based 
on their on-time feedlot capacity. There were 33 small, 31 medium and 
14 large feedlots responding. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Pricing Characteristics 
Elevator Management Responses 
Sever a 1 potentia 1 p ric in g char a c t e r is t i c s co u 1 d affect the 
attitudes of potential users towards a grain electronic marketing 
system. Elevator mana·gers were asked to indicate the degree of 
importance attached by them towards expanded information about the 
quantities of grain offered by sellers at specified prices. The 
response mean was 3.32 with a standard deviation of 1.20 (Table IV). 
Out of 170 respondents, 46 percent felt the characteristic was greater 
than moderately to highly important, and 33.5 percent felt the 
characteristic was moderately important. Using Chi-Square analysis 
there was no statistically significant differences in responses among 
elevator management across size of operation, type of organization and 
crop handled at the 5 percent level. Some elevators want to be able to 
bid on the grain based on producers' asking prices. The response mean 
to this characteristic was 3.13 and the standard deviation 1. 22. Nearly 
38 percent of the respondents gave a positive response and 34.7 percent 
gave a neutral response. Elevator managers viewed an expanded sales 
area as being slightly more important than an expanded procurement area. 
The response means were 3.40 and 3.19, respectively. The number of 
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TABLE IV 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL PRICING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
--Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential Pricing Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Characteristics Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Important Important 
1. Expanded information on quanti ties 170 3.32 1. 20 19 16 57 48 
of grains offered at specified prices (11.2) (9.4) (33. 5) ( 28. 3) 
2. Ability to bid on grain based on 170 3,13 l. 22 21 26 59 38 
producer's asking prices (12.4) (15. 3) (34. 7) (22.4) 
3. Expanded procurement area for grain 169 3.19 l. 19 18 25 59 41 
(10. 7) (14. 8) (34.9) (24.3) 
4. Expanded sales area 167 3.40 1. 25 18 15 57 36 
(10. 8) (9 .0) (34.1) (21.6) 
5. Ability to participate in 168 2.44 1.13 41 48 52 18 
periodic grain auctions ( 24 .4) ( 28.6) (30.9) (10. 7) 
6. Ability to change bid or offer prices 170 3.61 1. 28 16 16 42 41 
as frequently as you wish (9 .4) (9. 4) ( 24. 7) ( 24. 1) 


















elevator managers with a positive response was 46 percent and 40 percent 
respectively. Finding more buyers to sell grain to may be more 
difficult than finding additional producers to buy grain from. Also, 
available storage may limit the number of producers from which an 
elevator can purchase grain. Ability to participate in periodic grain 
auction had a response mean of 2.44 with a standard deviation of 1.13. 
Only 16.1 percent of the elevator respondents considered this 
characteristic as being highly important. Ability to change bid or 
offer prices as frequently as the users' wished gives them more 
flex i b i 1 it y and does not trap them during sudden changes 1.n the market. 
This potential characteristic had a response mean of 3.61 with a 
standard deviation of 1.28. Fifty-six and one-half percent of the 
respondents had a pofiiitive response and 25 percent had a neutral 
response. 
Grain Producer Responses 
Grain producers were asked to respond to slightly different pricing 
characteristics s1.nce they act primarily as sellers, whereas grain 
elevators perform both buyer and seller roles. The responses of grain 
producers with summary statistics are given in Table V. Offering grain 
at a set price and waiting until a buyer bids that amount, and forward 
contracting grain at a set price and waiting until a buyer bids that 
amount were two pricing characteristics considered important by grain 
producers. The response mean for each of these characteristics was 3. 70 
and the standard deviations were 1.16 and 1.13, respectively. Having 
grain auctioned to the highest bidder was moderately important to the 
average producer. The response mean was 2.94 and the standard 
TABLE V 
GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL PRICING 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential Pricing Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Characteristics Observations Mean De vi at ion Important Important Important Important 
l. 0 ffer grain at a set price and wait 285 3.70 1.16 19 18 79 84 
until a buyer bids that amount (6. 7) (6. 3) (27. 7) (29.5) 
2. Forward contract grain at a set price 284 3.70 I. 13 18 16 78 92 
and wait until a buyer bids that amount (6. 3) (5.6) (27.5) (32. 4) 
3. Have Grain auctioned to highest 286 2.94 I. 35 56 52 80 49 
bidder (19.6) (18.2) (28.0) (17.1) 
4. Place a reservation or floor price 286 3.50 1.19 26 21 88 85 
(unknown to buyers) on your grain ( 9. l) (7. 3) (30. 8) (29.8) 
5. Change reservation or floor price as 287 3.69 1. 26 24 23 71 69 
frequently as you wish (8.4) (8. 0) (24. B) ( 24.0) 
6. Place futures market orders 283 3.38 1.16 23 36 85 88 
(8.1) (12. 7) (30. 0) (31.1) 
7. Offer grain to more buyers 288 4.17 1.01 11 3 51 83 
(3.8) (1. 0) (17.7) (28.8) 




( 29. 8) 
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de v i at ion 1 • 3 5 • ' 0 v e r t hi r t y- four p e r cent of the respondents had a 
positive response and 37.8 percent had a negative response. Electronic 
marketing could enable grain producers to place a reservation or floor 
price on their grain unknown to buyers. This characteristic yielded a 
response mean of 3.50 with a standard deviation of 1.19. Changing this 
reservation or floor price as frequently as they wished drew a response 
mean of 3.69 and a standard deviation of 1.26. The importance of 
placing futures market orders over an electronic system was also asked 
of producers. The response mean was 3.38, indicating that this 
characteristic was moderately important to greater than moderately 
important. About half (49.1 percent) of the respondents gave a positive 
response to this characteristic. Thus offering grain to more buyers 
produced a response mean of 4.17 and a standard deviation of 1.01. Over 
seventy seven percent of the respondents gave a positive response to 
this characteristic and was the most important potential pricing 
characteristic indicated. It can be concluded that producers would like 
to have more potential outlets for their grain. 
Information Services 
Fast and accurate information on prices, weather, and market trends 
is needed by every trader to function and compete effectively in today's 
grain markets. Both buyer and sellers would like to keep abreast of the 
market and be more informed. Electronic marketing may improve the 
quantity and quality of information currently available to most 
producers and many elevators. 
Regarding potential information services, the summary statistics 
for elevator manager responses are given in Table VI and for producers 
TABLE VI 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL INFORMATION 
SERVICES OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Information Services Observations Mean De vi at ion Import ant Important Important Important 
l. Improved access to details of 168 3.55 1.08 6 19 60 43 
current trades (3.6) (11.3) (35. 7) (25.6) 
2. Improved access to summaries of 169 3.50 o. 98 6 12 72 so 
all trades (3.6) ( 7.1) ( 42.6) (29.5) 
3. Improved access to forward contract 166 3.40 1.04 9 20 57 57 
offers from producers (5. 4) (12. 1) (34. 3) (34. 3) 
4. Improved access to information 167 2. 79 1.09 25 36 68 27 
on available storage facilities (14.9) ( 21 • 6) (40. 7) (16.2) 
5. Currency exchange rates 164 2.48 1.15 42 40 52 22 
(25.6) (24.4) (31. 7) (13.4) 
6. News - General 161 3.03 1.'01 13 28 75 32 
(8. 1) (17. 4) (46.6) (19. 9) 
7. News - Commodity 165 3.73 1.04 6 ll 48 57 
(3.6) (6. 7) (29.1) (34. 6) 
8. Local Prices 169 3. 83 1.03 5 11 43 58 





















Table VI (Continued) 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Information Services Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Important Important Important 
9. National Prices 166 3.51 1.01 5 18 60 53 30 
(3.0) (10. 8) (36.1) (31.9) (18. 1) 
10. World Prices 164 3.34 1. 04 6 26 64 42 26 
(3.7) (15.9) (39.0) (25.6) (15. 8) 
11. Futures Prices 167 3.99 1.06 5 9 38 46 69 
(3.0) (5. 4) (22.7) (27. 6) (41. 3) 
12. Forecast Prices 164 3. 77 0.99 5 8 49 60 62 
(3.0) ( 4. 9) (29.9) (36.6) (25.6) 
13. Trade Leads 165 3.26 1.19 16 24 55 42 28 
(9. 7) (14.6) (33.3) (25.5) (16.9) 
14. Transportation Rates 169 3.57 1.15 12 16 44 58 39 
(7. 1) (9.5) (26.1) (34. 3) (23.1) 
15. USDA Reports 169 3.61 1.15 10 12 62 37 48 
(5. 9) (7. 1) ( 36. 7) ( 21. 9) (28.4) 
16, Local Weather 168 3. 35 1.13 15 16 59 51 27 
(8. 9) (9. 5) (35. 1) (30.4) (16.1) 
17. National Weather 165 3.45 1.10 9 19 58 47 32 
(5.5) (11.5) (35. 2) (28.5) (19. 3) 
18. World Weather 161 3,19 1.09 14 22 63 43 19 
(8.8) (13.6) (39 .1) (26. 7) (11.8) 




are given in Table VII. The electronic system could provide users 
improved access to details of current trades. When asked the importance 
of this potential information service, elevators had a mean response of 
3.55 (standard deviation 1.08) and grain producers had a respo~1se mean 
of 3.84 (s.tandard deviation 1.09). The elevator manager responses 
showed statistically significant difference·s (at the 5 percent level) on 
this characteristic when analyzed by size of operation (Table VIII). 
The electronic system could offer its users improved access to 
summaries of all trades. This characteristic had a response mean of 
3.50 from elevator managers and a standard deviation of 0.98. This 
compares to a producer response mean of 3.89 and a standard deviation of 
1.00. Responses on improved access to forward contract offers from 
producers and bids from buyers were analyzed. The elevator management 
response me an was 3. 40 and the producer response mean was 4.09. Over 
forty eight percent of elevator managers and 75.5 percent of grain 
producers gave a positive response to, this characteristic. In addition, 
grain producers had a response mean of 4.22 to improved access to cash 
pr1ce bids from buyers. Two hundred thirty-five (80. 7 percent) of the 
responding grain producers saw this characteristic as being greater th.m 
moderately important to highly important. Elevator managers were asked 
to rate their importance on information on available storage facilities. 
This characteristic had a response mean of 2.79 and standard deviation 
1.09. Less than 23 percent of the respondents gave a positive response. 
Grain electronic markets could provide users with other market 
information. For example, it could provide currency exchange rates of 
major countries who are active participants in international grain 
markets. The elevator response mean was 2.48 (standard deviation 1.15) 
TABLE VII 
GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL INFORMATION 
SERVICES OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential Information Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Services Observations Mean Deviation Import ant Important Important Important 
1. Improved access to details of most 291 3.84 1.09 15 10 78 91 
recent individual trades (5.2) (3.4) (26.8) (31. 3) 
2. Improved acce as to summaries 291 3.89 1.00 9 11 79 100 
of all trades (3. 1) (3.8) ( 27. 2) (34.4) 
3. Improved access to cash price bids 291 4.22 0.91 6 ·4 46 100 
from buyers ( 2.1) ( l. 4) (15. 8) (34. 4) 
4. Improved access to forward contract 289 4.09 o. 96 7 7 57 99 
bids from buyers ( 2. 4) ( 2. 4) (19.7) (34. 3) 
5. Currency exchange rates* 150 3.29 l. 31 22 17 37 44 
(14. 7) (11.3) ( 24. 7) (29. 3) 
6. General News 289 3.37 1.08 18 32 113 77 
(6. 2) (11.1) (39. 1) (26.6) 
7. Commodity News 287 4.00 0.93 6 10 60 116 
(2.1) (3.5) (20.9) (40.4) 
8. Local Prices 291 4.13 1.00 7 13 47 93 





















Table VII (Continued) 
ResponsetJ - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Le sa Than Than 
Potential Information Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Services Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Import ant Import ant Important 
9. National Prices 290 3. 95 I. 05 8 18 66 91 107 
(2.8) (6. 2) ( 22. 7) (31.4) (36.9) 
10. World Prices 289 3. 90 1.03 8 16 75 94 96 
(2.8) (5.5) (26.0) (32. 5) ( 33. 2) 
11. Futures Prtces 287 4.07 0.99 7 12 50 104 114 
(2.4) ( 4. 2) (17.4) (36. 2) (39. 7) 
12. Forecast Prices 286 3.82 1.11 13 22 62 97 92 
(4.5) (7.7) ( 21. 7) (33. 9) (32. 2) 
13. Trade Leads* 149 3. 64 1. 23 13 12 33 48 43 
(8.7) (8.1) ( 22. 2) (32. 2) (28.8) 
14. Transportation Rates 289 3.47 1. 21 24 31 89 75 70 
(8. 3) (10. 7) (30.8) (25.9) (24. 2) 
15. USDA Reports 287 1.40 I. 25 33 25 86 80 63 
(11.5) (8. 7) (30.0) (27.9) (21.9) 
16. Weather** 139 3. 78 1.08 6 6 45 38 44 
(4. 3) (4. 3) (32. 4) ( 27. 3) (31. 7) 
17. Local Weather* ISO 3. 69 I. 18 10 13 35 47 45 
(6. 7) (8. 7) ( 23. 3) (31. 3) (30.0) 
18. National Weather* 150 3. 72 I. 09 8 9 41 51 41 
(5. 3) (6.0) ( 27. 3) (34. 0) (27.3) 
19. World Weather* 147 3.48 I. 20 14 12 44 44 33 
(9 .5) (8.2) (29.9) ( 29. 9) (22.5) 
(Source: Survey Data [Appendtx C and Appendix D]) 
*Producer Personal Interview Survey Only 









ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES BY SIZE ON IMPROVED ACCESS 
TO DETAILS OF RECENT SALES OR PURCHASES 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Important Important Important Important Important 
3 4 26 19 17 
(1. 9) ( 2. 5) (16.5) (12.0) (10. 8) 
0 8 27 18 17 
(0.0) (5 .1) (17.1) (11.4) (10. 8) 
3 4 4 3 5 
( 1. 9) ( 2. 5) ( 2. 5) (1. 9) (3. 2) 
6 16 57 40 39 











Chi square= 15.746 DF = 8 Observed significance !eve 1 0. 0462 
(Source: Survey data [Appendix A and Appendix B]) 
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and the producer response mean 3.29 (standard deviation 1.31). The low 
elevator response mean may have been due to the fact that only two 
elevators were directly involved in grain exporting. The elevator 
managers had a response mean of 3.03 and the producers had a response 
ean of 3. 37 towards general news. Commodity news was viewed as being 
more important, the response mean for elevators and producers being 3. 73 
and 4.00, respectively. 
The responses of elevator managers and producers toward local, 
national, world, futures and forecast prices are summarized in Table IX. 
Producers displayed a trend of attaching more importance to information 
on prices compared to elevators. Elevator managers probably have more 
access to pr1.ce information currently than producers. Prices at the 
local level and futures prices were considered relatively more important 
by both elevator managers and producers. World prices were considered 
less important compared to other types of prices by both producers and 
elevators. Again, few respondents were actively or directly involved in 
the export market. However, both elevator managers and grain producers 
appear aware of the importance of world grain markets and prices. Trade 
leads drew a rE'Sponse mean of 3.26 from elevators and 3.64 from grain 
producers. This characteristic was not included in the producer mail 
,.. ue s t ion na ire. Elevators viewed transportation rates as more important 
{response mean 3. 57) when compared with the responses of producers 
(response mean 3.47). This may have been due to producers having more 
localized operations compared to grain elevators. Producer responses, 
when analyzed by size (acres planted in 1982) gave a Chi-Square of 
20.400 (Table X). More small sized producers attached a greater 
importance on transportation rates (68.5 percent had a positive 
TABLE IX 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR AND GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD INFORMATION 
ON VARIOUS TYPES OF PRICES (PERCENTAGE) 
Elevators (166) Producers (289) 
41 
Negative Neutral Positive Negative Neutral Positive 
Local Prices 9.5 25.4 65.1 6.9 16.1 77.0 
N a tiona 1 Prices 13.9 36.1 50.0 9.0 22.3 68.2 
World Prices 19.5 39.0 41.5 8.3 26.0 65.7 
Futures Prices 8.4 22.8 68.9 6.6 17.4 76.0 
Forecast Prices 7.9 29.9 62.2 12. 2 21.7 66.1 







GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES BY SIZE OF OPERATION TOWARD 
INFORMATION ON TRANSPORTATION RATES 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Important Important Important Important Important 
4 4 15 25 25 
(1. 4) (1. 4) ( 5. 2) (8. 8) (8. 8) 
8 8 34 25 12 
(2.8) (2.8) (11.9) (8. 8) (4. 2) 
11 18 39 24 33 
( 3. 9) (6. 3) (13. 7) (8.4) (11.6) 
23 30 88 74 70' 











Chi square= 20.400 DF = 8 Observed significance level = 0.0089 
(Source: Survey data [Appendix C and Appendix D]) 
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response), followed by large sized producers (45.6 percent had a 
positive response) and medium producers (42.5 percent had a positive 
response). USDA reports were considered more important by elevators 
(response mean 3.61) than did producers (response mean 3.40). 
Weather was given as a single composite characteristic ~n the 
producer mail out survey but was divided into local, national and world 
weather in the producer personal interview survey and both the elevator 
surveys. Respondents to the producer mail out survey gave an average 
response of 3.78 to weather, attaching a moderate importance to greater 
than moderate importance. The response means for local, national and 
world weather w'7re 3.35, 3.45 and 3.19 for elevators and 3.69, 3.72 and 
3.48 for producers, respectively. Both elevator management and 
producers may have not attached more importance to local weather 
information since much ~s already available through local radio and 
television broadcasts. National weather reports may have been more 
difficult to obtain. Weather patterns in other countries do affect crop 
production in those countries and thus affect exports. This information 
may not be of direct immediate benefit to elevator managers and grain 
prdducers. 
Descriptive Characteristics 
Accurate and meaningful product description is essential for remote 
trading. Grains may have an advantage over many agricultural 
commodities in that they generally have widely accepted grades and 
standards. Grain is often sold on some base grade and standard. If 
t he s e are not me t , d i s counts are a p p lied • There are various 
descriptions. used to denote the quantity and quality of grain offered 
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for sale. All essential descriptions should be used to minimize 
misunderstandings and conflict among traders. Capability of the system 
to facilitate accurate and timely communication between potential users 
should be one of the keys to building user confidence and success of the 
system. Descriptive characteristics are included in all the surveys 
including the feed lot operators' survey. The responses of elevator 
managers, producers and feedlot operators with summary statistics are 
given in Tables XI, XII and XIII, respectively. 
Location of the commodity was the most important description. The 
response means for elevator managers, producers and feedlot operators 
were 3.86, 3.94 and 4.29 respectively. Sixty six point four percent of 
the elevators, 67,7 percent of producers and 76 percent of feedlot 
operators gave a positive response. Delivery conditions yielded a 
response mean of 3.87, 3.92 and 4.55 from the three groups. Quantity of 
grain offered for sale had similar responses from all the three groups. 
The average response mean ranged from 3.94 to 3.96 with the standard 
"eviation ranging from 1.02 to 1.10. Some of the other descriptive 
characteristics considered important were moisture content, U.S. grade, 
protein and percent oil. 'Response means for these were generally 
highest for feedlot operators followed by grain producers and by 
elevator managers. Oil content was more important to grain producers 
(response mean 3.26) than to the elevator management (response mean 
2.54). Heat damage had response means of 3.45, 3.62 and 4.62 from 
elevators, grain producers and feedlot operators respectively. Among 
feedlot operators none of the responses were negative and 90.4 percent 
said it was greater than moderately important to highly important. 
Total damage drew similar responses. The remaining descriptive 
Potential Descriptive 
Characteristics 
1. Location (FOB) 
2. Delivery conditions 
3. Quantity offered 
4. Moisture 
5. U.S. Grade 
6. Protein 
7. Percent Oil 
8. Heat Damage 
TABLE XI 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL DESRCIPT IVE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Freq ue ucy 
(~ercent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Important Important 
170 3.86 I. 12 9 9 39 53 
(5. 3) ( 5. 3) (22.9) (31. 2) 
171 3.87 l. 01 4 9 48 54 
( 2. 3) ( 5. 3) (28.1) (31. 6) 
170 3.94 l. 09 6 9 44 42 
(3.5) (5. 3) ( 25. 9) (24. 7) 
169 3.78 1.09 6 13 48 47 
(3.5) (7.7) (28.4) ( 27. 8) 
169 3.89 l. 10 6 10 45 43 
(3.5) (5.9) (26.6) (25.4) 
166 3.33 i.29 I 7 25 52 30 
(10. 2) (IS. 1) (31. 3) (18. 1) 
161 2.54 l. 33 47 - 36 40 20 
(29.2) ( 22. 4) ( 24. 8) (12. 4) 
166 3.45 1. 20 10 29 43 45 





















Table XI (Continued) 
Potential Descriptive Number of Standard Not 
Characteristics Observations Mean Deviation Important 
9. Total Damage 166 3.59 l. 16 7 
(4. 2) 
10. Broken Kernels 165 3.51 l. 16 8 
(4.8) 
11. Test Weight 167 3. 73 l. j 2 6 
(3.6) 
12, Foreign Material 109 3.67 l. 15 4 
(3.7) 
13. Defects 161 3.48 l. 15 9 
(5.6) 
14. DHV 146 3.21 1.27 19 
(13.0) 
(Source: Survey Data [Appendix A and Appendix B)) 
Responses - Frequency 
(Eercent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Important Important Important 
24 44 46 
(14.5) (26.5) ( 27. 7) 
25 48 43 
(15. 2) ( 29. 1) (26.1) 
17 45 48 
(10.2) ( 27.0) (28. 7) 
15 26 32 
(13. 7) (23.8) (29.4) 
22 50 43 
(13. 7) (31.1) ( 26. 7) 
21 44 35 




( 27. 1) 
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Charac te rist ics 
1. Location (FOB) 
2. Delivery conditions 
3. Quantity 
4. Moisture 
5 • U.S. Grade 
6. Protein 
7. Percent Oil(Soybeans) 
8. He at Damage 
TABLE XII 
GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL DESCRIPTIVE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Eercent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Observations Mean Deviation Import ant Important Important Important 
291 3.94 1.08 13 10 71 85 
(4.5) (3. 4) (24.4) (29.2) 
291 3.92 1.02 11 8 74 97 
(3.8) ( 2. 8) ( 25. 4) (33. 3) 
289 3.93 1.10 12 13 72 77 
(4.2) (4.5) ( 24. 9) (26.6) 
290 3.95 1.05 8 15 74 79 
(2.8) (5. 2) ( 25.5) ( 27. 2) 
290 3. 95 l. 04 8 13 78 77 
(2.8) (4.5) ( 26. 9) (26.5) 
287 3. 32 'I. 25 30 37 96 60 
(10. 4) (12.9) (33. 4) ( 20. 9) 
239 3.26 I. 22 28 23 93 49 
(11.7) (9.6) (38. 9) ( 20.5) 
285 3.62 I. 17 22 20 77 90 





















Table XII (Continued) 
Potential Descriptive Number of Standard Not 
Characteristics Observations Mean De vi alton Import ant 
9. Total Damage 289 3.81 l. 11 l3 
(4.5) 
10. Broken Kernels 287 3.41 l. 21 27 
(9 .4) 
11. Test We i gh t 290 3.74 l. 11 11 
(3.8) 
12. Foreign Material 289 3. 72 1. II 11 
(3. B) 
13. Defects 276 3.54 1.19 22 
(8.0) 
14. DHV 159 3. 30 I. 20 18 
(ll. 3) 
(Source: Survey Data [Appendix C and Appendix D)) 
Responses - Frequency 
(~ercent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Important Important Important 
21 71 88 
(7. 3) ( 24 .6) (30.4) 
31 90 75 
(lO. 8) (31.4) (26.1) 
28 76 87 
(9.6) (26.3) (30.0) 
26 83 81 
(9.0) ( 28. 7) (28.0) 
25 78 83 
(9. 1) (28.2) (30. 1) 
14 58 40 



















1. Location (FOB) 
TABLE XIII 
FEEDLOT OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL DESCRIPTIVE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(~ercent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Observations Mean De vi at ion Important Important Important Important 
75 4.29 l. 14 4 1 13 8 
(5.3) ( 1. 3) (17. 3) (10. 7) 
2. Delivery conditions 75 4.55 0.68 0 0 8 18 
(0.0) (0.0) (10. 7) (24.0) 
3. Quantity 75 3.96 1.02 1 4 22 18 
(1. 3) (5. 3) (29.3) ( 24.0) 
4. Moisture 73 4.37 0.95 1 2 12 12 
J (1. 4) ( 2. 7) (16.4) (16.4) 
5. U.S. Grade 75 4.21 0.89 0 3 14 22 
(0.0) (4.0) (18. 7) ( 29. 3) 
6. Protein 74 3. 72 i. 12 4 4 23 21 
(5. 4) (5.4) (31. 1) ( 28. 4) 
7. Time in Storage 75 3.64 1.09 2 10 20 24 
( 2. 7) (3. 3) ( 26. 7) (32. 0) 
8. Heat Damage 73 4.62 0.66 0 0 7 14 





















Potential Descriptive Number of 
Characteristics Observations 
9. Total Damage 74 
10. Broken Kernels 74 
11. Test Weight 74 
12. Foreign Material 74 
13. Defects 73 
14. Seller 72 
(Source: Survey Data [Appendix E]) 
Table XIII (Continued) 
Responses - Frequency 
<eercent) 
Greater 
Le sa Than Than 
Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Mean Deviation Important Important Important Important 
4.66 0.65 0 0 7 11 
(0.0) (0.0) (9. 4) (14.9) 
4.16 o. 95 0 4 16 18 
(0.0) (5. 4) ( 21.6) (24. 3) 
4.46 0. 73 0 1 7 23 
(0.0) ( l. 4) (9. 4) (31.1) 
4.47 0. 78 0 I 10 16 
(0.0) ( l. 4) (13.5) ( 21.6) 
4.47 o. 73 0 0 10 19 
(0.0) (0.0) (13. 7) (26.0) 
3.64 I. 18 5 4 25 16 


















characteristics -- broken kernels, test weight, foreign material, 
defects and DHV had similar responses. 
Time in storage and information on the seller W1He included in the 
feedlot survey only and they drew 57.3 percent and 52.8 percent positive 
responses, which was low compared to the high degree of importance 
attached by feedlot operators on other descriptors. 
Transportation and Storage Services 
Transportation and storage services could also be provided through 
an electronic market. These potential services are different for 
elevators and producers because producer needs are more localized since 
they primarily store and sell or directly sell the grain. Elevators, on 
the other hand, store grain for producers and also buy, store and rese 11 
grain to other elevators or agencies. The responses of elevator 
managers are given in Table XIV. Transportation services available to 
elevators through electronic marketing might include: 
1) locate truck transport at ion; 
2) locate rail transportation; 
3) locate barge transportation; and 
4) negotiate Ere ight rates. 
The response means for these serv1.ces were considerably lower than 
for earlier characteristics. Locating truck transportation had a 
response mean of 2.97 and a standard deviation of 1.36. Thirty s1.x 
point seven percent of the elevators gave a positive response on the 
importance of this characteristic. Locating rail transportation yielded 
a response mean of 2.73 and a standard deviation of 1.43. Locating 
barge transportation had a lower response mean of 1.93. Only 11.5 
TABLE XIV 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL TRANSPORTATION 
AND STORAGE SERVICES OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - FrequPncy 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential transportation Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
and storage services Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Important Important 
1. Locate Truck 
Transportation 169 2.97 l. 36 36 23 48 35 
( 21. 3) (13.6) ( 28. 4) (20. 7) 
2. Locate Rai 1 
Transportation 167 2. 73 1. 43 48 29 36 29 
(28. 7) (17. 4) ( 21.5) (17. 4) 
3. Locate Barge 
Transportation l64 l. 93 1.17 87 26 32 13 
(53.0) (15.9) (19.5) ( 7. 9) 
4. Negotiate Freight 
Rates 162 3.09 l. 41 36 IS 41 39 
(22.2) (9. 3). ( 25. 3) ( 24. 1) 














percent of the respondents felt it was greater than moderately important 
to highly important. This may be because local and inland elevators 
seldom use barges for transporting grain. Also this level of trading 
may need more personal contacts which is more limited in electronic 
markets. Negotiating freight rates was considered the most important of 
all the transportation characteristics of an electronic market with a 
response mean of 3.09. 
Transportation and storage serv1ces for grain producers might 
include: 
1) Locate available storage for grain; 
2) 0 ffer grain to elevator at a set storage fee; 
3) Locate transportation for moving grain; and 
4) Negotiate freight rates for grain shipping. 
The responses and summary statistics for producers are provided in 
Table XV. These serv1ces were viewed as moderately to greater than 
moderately important by the majority of producers. Producers may like 
to reduce the time and money spent in locating reliable and economical 
transportation and storage facilities for their grain. Since producers 
may want to hold the grain 1n storage 1n anticipation of better prices, 
storage costs can become an important factor. As with the elevators, 
grain producers want to be able to negotiate freight rates through the 
electronic market system. 
Operational Characteristics 
Operational characteristics which could be offered to both 
producers and elevators include the ability to: 
TABLE XV 
GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL TRANSPORTATION 
AND STORAGE SERVICES OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential transportation Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
and storage services Obs'i'rvations Mean De vi at ion Important Important Important Important 
1. Locate Available 
Storage for Grain 284 3.18 1. 41 48 47 64 56 
(16.9) (16.6) (22.5) (19. 7) 
2. Offer Grain to Elevator 
at a set Storage Fee 283 3.31 1.32 39 35 73 72 
(13.8) (12. 4) (25.8) (25.4) 
3. Locate Transportation 
for moving Grain 286 3. 31 I. 30 36 37 80 68 
(12.6) (12.9) (28.0) (23.8) 
4. Negotiate Freight 
Rates for Grain Shipping 287 3.59 1. 28 32 20 65 88 
(11.1) (7. 0) (22. 7) (30. 7) 














1) Market grain knowing that buyer and seller performance B 
guaranteed; 
2) Send and receive electronic mail; and 
3) Use the computer for other consumer serv~ces (airline 
reservations, catalog shopping etc.,). 
The results are given in Tables XVI and XVII for elevators and 
producers respectively. Performance guarantees are important in any new 
system. Performance guarantees are a way of minimizing risk. Lack of 
participation may occur if such guarantees are not included in an 
electronic method of marketing. Producers and elevator managers appear 
particular about who they do business with. Since electronic trading 
might not allow for the same personal contacts as does personal or 
manual training, this becomes more important. Both elevators and 
producers gave a high response mean of 3.80 and 4.42 respectively. 
Sixty five percent of elevators and 86 percent of the producers felt 
this characteristic was greater than moderately important to highly 
important. Electronic markets could also provide users with the 
privilege of sending and receiving electronic mail. A response mean of 
2. 81 for elevator :md 3.09 for producers was observed. Today computers 
are being used for consumer services such as airline and hotel 
reservations, catalog shopping etc. These services could be 
incorporated through the grain electronic market system. "flowever, this 
service got a low response mean from elevators (1.99) and a slightly 
higher mean from grain producers ( 2. 60). 
Grain producers might not be able to buy and maintain computer 
hardware required to remain subscribers of the system. They were asked 
to rate the importance attached by them towards accessing the system 
TABLE XVI 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL OPERATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Respsonses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
--Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential operational Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Characteristics Observations Mean Deviation Important Important Important Import ant 
l. Buy Grain Described by an 
Independent Third Party 58* 2.90 I. 21 9 11 22 9 
(15.5) (19 .0) (37. 9) (15.5) 
2. Seller Performance 
Guaranteed 169 3.80 1.15 12 6 41 55 
(7. 1) (3. 6) ( 24. 3) (32. 5) 
3. Send and Receive 
E lee tronic Mail 169 2.81 1. 16 26 40 56 34 
05. 4) (23.7) (33.1) ( 20. 1) 
4. Use the Computer for 
Other Consumer Services 167 l. 99 l.OO 68 47 38 13 
(40. 7) (28. 1) (22.8) (7 .8) 
*Officers and Directors' Survey only 













TABLE XVI I 
GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL OPERATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
--Greater 
Less Than Than 
Potential operational Number of Standard Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Characteristics Observations Mean Devlation Import ant Important Important Important 
1. Seller Performance 
Guaranteed 286 4.42 0.88 4 8 28 71 
(1.4) ( 2. 8) (9.8) ( 24. 8) 
2. Access the System 
from Home 287 3.91 1.09 11 20 57 95 
(3.8) (7.0) (19. 9) (33.1) 
3. Access the System 
from Local Agribusiness 283 3.59 1. 17 22 22 77 90 
(7. 8) (7.8) ( 27. 2) (31. 8) 
4. Send and Receive 
Electronic Mai 1 280 3.09 I. 30 48 33 93 59 
(17.1) (11. 8) (33. 2) ( 21. 1) 
5. Use the Computer for 
Other Consumer Services 285 2.60 I. 36 82 59 70 38 
(28.8) (20. 7) ( 24.6) (13. 3) 

















from their home or assessing it from a local agribusiness. Accessing it 
from their homes was given more importance (response mean 3.91) over 
accessing from a local agribusiness (response mean 3.59). 
Organizational Characteristics 
Certain functions of grain trading become more crucial once a trade 
1.s consummated. These involve ensuring a smooth transition of the 
product from the seller to the buyer and payment to the seller as agreed 
by both parties. Performance guarantees of some type are needed. It 1.s 
not yet clear as to which organization( s) would take the initiative to 
organize and start a grain electronic marketing system. However, this 
organization would, in all probability, control the functioning of the 
system. These are some of the questions which were covered in all the 
surveys. The responses of elevator operators, producers and feedlot 
operators with the summary statistics are provided in Tables XVIII, XIX 
and XX respectively. 
Ownership and Control 
The respondents were asked who should own and control the 
electronic system. Of the elevators surveyed, 47.8 percent indicated a 
private third party firm should own and control the system. Thirty-one 
percent opted for buyers or buyer trade associations. The grain 
producer responses were different with 47 percent feeling it would be 
best if they or their trade associations owned and controlled the 
system. Thirty-four point seven percent thought this responsibility 
should go to a private third party firm. Of the 68 feedlot operators 
surveyed, 59 percent opted for a private third party firm and 26.5 
TABLE XVIII 
ELEVATOR OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Private 
Organizations 1 Number of Third Party 
Charac te ri st ice Observations Producers Buyers Finns Government 
l. Own and Contro 1 
the System 163 22 50 78 4 
(13.5) (30. 7) (47. 8) (2.5) 
2. Guarantee Grain 
Delivery 161 66 48 33 3 
(41.0) (29.8) ( 20.5) (1. 9) 
3. Guarantee Payment 161 11 106 34 4 
(6 .8) (65. 9) (25.1) ( 2. 5) 
4. Describe and Grade 
Grain 159 20 41 56 33 
(12.6) (25.8) (35. 2) (20. 7) 
5. Guarantee Quality 158 76 39 30 3 
(48.0) (24. 7) (19 .0) (1. 9) 
6. Resolve Disputes 157 9 ll 22 9 
(15.5) (19.0) (37. 9) (15.5) 

















GRAIN PRODUCER RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Private 
Organizational Number of Third Party 
Characteristics Observations Producers Buyers Finns Government 
1. Own and Control 
the System 277 130 38 96 11 
(47.0) (13. 7) (34.7) (4.0) 
2. Guarantee Grain 
Delivery 281 195 34 42 10 
(69.4) (12.1) (14. 9) (3.6) 
3. Guarantee Payment 281 29 181 48 23 
(10. 3) (64.4) (17.1) (8.2) 
4. Describe and Grade 
Grain 279 54 33 124 66 
(19.4) (ll. 8) (44.4) ( 23. 7) 
5. Guarantee Quality 276 184 21 52 17 
(66.7) (7. 6) (18.8) (6. 2) 
6. Resolve Disputes 273 22 13 188 44 
(8.1) (4.7) (68. 9) (16.1) 
-

















FEEDLOT OPERATOR RESPONSES TOWARD POTENTIAL ORGANIZATIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GRAIN ELECTRONIC MARKET 
Responses - Frequency 
(Row Percent) 
Private 
Organizational Number of Third Party 
Characteristics Observations Producers Buyers Firms Government 
1. Own and Control 
the System 68 18 10 40 0 
(26.5) (14. 7) (58. 8) (0.0) 
2. Guarantee Grain 
Delivery 68 34 7 27 0 
(50.0) (10. 3) (39. 7) (0.0) 
3. Guarantee Payment 68 4 36 26 1 
(5.9) (52.9) (38. 2) (1.5) 
4. Describe and Grade 
Grain 68 10 7 35 16 
(14. 7) (10. 3) (51.5) (23.5) 
s. Guarantee Quality 68 32 4 29 3 
(47.1) (5. 9) (42.6) (4.4) 
6. Resolve Disputes 68 3 12 46 4 
(3.4) (17. 7) (67.6) (5. 9) 

















percent for producers or their trade associations. 
Guarantee Grain Delivery 
Survey respondents were asked who should be responsible for 
guaranteeing delivery of grain. Elevator operators, producers and 
feed 1 o t operators agreed that producers or producer trade associations 
should guarantee grain delivery. This was indicated by 41 percent of 
elevator responses, 69.4 percent of producer responses and 50 percent of 
feedlot operator responses. This guarantee could be in the form of a 
contractual agreement which specifies all of the terms of trade and 
penalty for noncompliance. 
Thirty percent of elevator responses, 12 percent of producer 
responses and 10.3 percent of feedlot operator responses indicated 
buyers should guarantee delivery. Tw e n t y p o i nt f i v e percent o f 
elevators, 15 percent of producers and 39.7 percent of feedlot operators 
opted for a private third party firm. 
Guarantee Payment 
Some organization should guarantee that the terms and conditions of 
payment mutually agreed upon are honored. The responsibility of 
gua ran teeing payment was analyzed in the surveys. Sixty six percent of 
elevator operators, 64.4 percent of producers and 53 percent of feedlot 
operators said that buyers or their trade associations should guarantee 
payment. The next favored re spouse went to a private third party firm 
with 25 percent of the elevator operators, 17 percent of producers and 
38.2 percent of feedlot operators opting for it. 
63 
Describe and Grade Grain 
Description and grading of the grain could be handled by an 
objective third party. This opinion was voiced by 35.2 percent of the 
elevators, 44.4 percent of producers and 51.5 percent of feedlot 
operators. Twenty-five point eight percent of elevators, 11.8 percent 
of producers and 10.3 percent of feedlot operators felt that buyers or 
their trade associations should describe and grade grain. A significant 
number of grain producers (19.4 percent) and feedlot operators (14.7 
percent) responded for producers or their trade associations. For the 
first time government involvement was sought in the form of describing 
and grading grain. Twenty point seven percent of the elevators, 23.7 
percent of the producers and 23.5 percent of the feedlot operators said 
they would like to see the government describe and grade the grain. 
Guarantee Quality 
Guarantee of gra1.n quality comes into prominence when the gra1.n 
received by the seller does not conform to the same grades and quality 
described earlier when the grain was offered for sale. Forty-eight 
percent of the elevators, 66.7 percent of the producers and 48 percent 
of the feed lot operators said producers or their trade associations 
should guarantee quality. Twenty-four point seven percent of the 
elevator managers, 7. 6 percent of the producers and 6 percent of the 
feedlot operators opted for buyers or their trade associations to 
guarantee quality. A private third party firm was favored by 19 percent 




A method of handling disputes would have to be developed to 
m1n1m1ze conflict. Lack of confidence in an electronic system might 
lead to insufficient participation. This might lead to diseconomies and 
eventual failure of the system. Thirty-eight percent of the elevators 
thought that a private third party firm could best resolve disputes. 
Agreeing with them were 69 percent of the producers and 67.6 percent of 
the feed lot operators. Nineteen percent of the elevators, 4. 7 percent 
of the producers and 17.7 percent of the feedlot operators opted for 
buyers or their trade associations. Government was chosen to resolve 
disputes by 15.5 percent of the elevators, 16 percent of the producers 
and six percent of the feedlot operators. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Analyzing all the surveys has given an in depth feel of what 
potential users of the system perceive in a grain electronic market. 
0 the r studies have shown that grain producers and elevator operators 
have some concerns with the way the market is functioning presently. 
Some felt that lack of fast and accurate information about the market 
and highly localized and limited trading partners were severe handicaps. 
The responses from all groups have shown that designing a common 
system to cater to the needs of all those involved in grain trade is 
possible. Some of the advantages of such a system are to avoid 
duplication of services, taking advantage of the economies of size by 
having a large and varied clientele. 
There were no significant differences between the responses of 
Officers and Directors of state grain and feed associa::ions and elevator 
managers. Grain producers represent another group and feedlot operators 
represent the other. 
Elevator Operators 
There were 16 9 eleva tor operators responding to the questions 1n 
both the survey. The respondents wanted the system to be highly 




Elevator operators wanted more access to details of current trades 
or transactions, to summaries of all trades and to forward contract 
offers from producers. Commodity· news was considered to be important. 
Information on prices at the world markets, at the national level, at 
the local level was considered increasingly important in that order. 
Elevator operators wanted information on forecast prices and futures 
pr~ces. USDA reports were considered to be important. The respondents 
gave more importance to information on weather throughout the nation 
than local weather. Elevator operators wanted information on 
transportation rates relevant to the location at which the grain was 
sold. 
Any offer for sale should be accompanied by adequate description of 
the commodity. Elevator operators wanted location of the commodity, 
conditions of delivery, quantity of grain offered for sale, moisture 
content of the grain and the U.S. grade to be specified. Total damage 
to the grain, broken kernels, test weight and foreign material were also 
some characteristics considered important. Elevator operators wanted 
seller or producer performance to be guaranteed against such things as 
defaulting and other irregular practices. Th,'! majority wanted private 
third party firms to own and control a grain electronic marketing 
system. Producers or their trade organizations were to guarantee grain 
quality and delivery, while buyers or their trade organizations were to 
guarantee payment to the seller. A private third-party firm was chosen 
to describe and grade grain and also to resolve any disputes. 
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Grain Producers 
Two hundred and ninety-four grain producers responded to both the 
surveys (mail-out and personal interview) and their responses toward the 
system were more positive than grain elevator operators. Grain 
producers want to offer grain for sale at a set price and also be able 
to forward contract grain. The highest bidder should be able to 
purchase the grain through auction. Producers want to be able to 
interact or offer grain to more buyers. 
re.servation or floor price was important. 
Placing and changing a 
Grain producers want improved access to details of recent 
individual trades, to summaries of all trades, to cash price bids from 
buyers and to forward contract bids from buyers. Commodity news, prices 
at the local, national and world market levels, futures prices and 
forecast prices and trade leads were considered important. Information 
on weather locally and at the national level was also favored by 
producers. 
Location of the grain, conditions of delivery, quantity offered, 
moisture content of the grain, U.S. grade, heat damage and total damage 
were some descriptive characteristics given prominence among others. 
Producers also wanted test weight, foreign material in the grain and 
defects to be included to describe the grain offered for sale. The 
sys tern should enable its users to negotiate freight rates for shipping 
the grain. 
Access to the system from homes was favored over access from local 
agribusiness, even though both were rated as important characteristics. 
Producers or their trade associations were to own and control the 
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system. They would also be held responsible for guaranteeing gra1.n 
delivery and also guarantee the quality. Buyers or their trade 
associations were to guarantee payment as per the terms mutually agreed 
upon. A private third-party firm was preferred by most of the 
respondents to describe and grade the grain and also resolve disputes. 
Feedlot Operators 
A total of 324 surveys were mailed to feedlots in s1.x states and 78 
feedlots with a one time capacity of 5,000 head or more responded. 
Feed lot operators rated all of the potential descriptive characteristics 
of a grain electronic market important. 
Grain offered for sale needs to be described by location, delivery 
conditions, quantity offered for sale, moisture content of grain, U.S. 
grade, protein, time in storage, heat damage, total damage, broken 
kernels, test weight, foreign material, and defects. 
Private third-party firms were to own and control the system, 
describe and grade grain and resolve disputes. Fifty percent (34 
respondents) wanted producers to guarantee grain delivery, while 40 
percent (27 respondents) wa.1ted a private third-party firm to perform 
this function. The choices for who should guarantee payment were 
divided with 53 percent (36 respondents) opting for buyers and 38.2 
percent ( 26 respondents) opting for a private third-party firm. Forty 
seven percent (32 respondents) wanted producers or their trade 
associations to guarantee grain quality, while 42.6 percent (29 
respondents) wanted a private third-party firm. 
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Conclusions 
As mentioned earlier, designing a common system for all 
participants in the grain trade could lead to economies of scale and 
avoid duplication of the sa~re serv~ces. The responses have indicated 
more interest in an information network than in a grain trading system. 
Generally feedlot operators have attached more importance to the system, 
followed by grain producers and elevator managers. Elevator managers 
may be better informed about the market p,resently than producers. They 
might have seen electronic marketing as giving more information and 
possible a better bargaining position for producers. Characteristics of 
a common grain electronic marketing system can now be defined. 
potentia 1 users wanted the system to enable them to change bid or offer 
prices as frequently as they wished. Sellers thought that offering 
grain at a set price and waiting until a buyer bids that amount was an 
important characteristic. They also wanted to be able to forward 
contract grain ~n a similar fashion. Sellers also wanted to place a 
reservation or floor price unknown to buyers and also be able to change 
that price as frequently as they wish. The respondents seem to be 
cautious about the flexibility of the system with respect to changing 
offers and bids. They may want to be able to respond quickly to market 
signals. Most traders deal with very few and localized buyers and 
sellers. Dealing with a varied and far-flung clientele could provide 
users with more bargaining power and keep them better informed about the 
market. 
The sys tern should provide users improved access to details of 
current trades and also summaries of all trades in the market. Access 
to forward contract offers and bids was considered important. Commodity 
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news, local and national prices, futures prices, forecast prices, and 
transportation rates should be made available. News on commodities, 
·ocal prices, national prices, futures prices and forecast prices and 
transportation rates should be made available to users. 
Grain producers wanted more information such as local and national 
weather, trade leads. Grain offered for sale should be listed by 
location (FOB), delivery conditions, quantity offered, moisture content, 
U.S. grade, total damage, test weight, foreign material and defects. 
Producers want to be able to negotiate freight rates through the system. 
Guaranteeing seller performance was an important characteristic. Grain 
producers preferred access to the system from their homes, even though 
access from a local agribusiness was also important. 
Perhaps the most conflicting and varied responses were ~n the areas 
of control and functioning of the system. Most of the elevator 
operators (48 percent) and feedlot operators (59 percent) wanted a 
private third party firm to own and control the electronic marketing 
system, while 47 percent of the producers wanted to own and control the 
system themselves. Producers or their trade association should 
guarantee grain delivery and quality. 
associations should guarantee payment. 
Buyers or their trade 
An almost equal number of 
feed lot operators opted for a private third party firm. A private third 
party firm should describe and grade the grain and also resolve 
disputes. Most of the respondents wanted little or no government 
involvement in such functions, though roughly twenty percent in each 
group chose the government to describe and grade the grain. 
Even though statistically significant differences were not observed 
when analyzed by size of operation, type of organization, or crops 
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handled, the following trends were observed. Small sized elevators 
rated most characteristics as being more important, followed by medium 
sized elevators. Small sized elevators may feel handicapped by their 
size but would like to improve their position in the market. Large 
elevators on the other hand could be well established and informed, they 
might view electronic marketing as benefitting others more than 
themselves. The positive responses of producers increased with size. 
Large sized producers were most receptive to electronic markets. Larger 
size producers may be more efficient, progressive and would like to 
expand their markets. 
operators also. 
A similar trend was observed among feedlot 
When analyzed by type of crop handled, elevators which handled 
soybeans were more positive toward electronic marketing followed by 
"'wheat and by corn handling elevators. Grain producers did not reveal 
any definite trends by crop grown. 
Independent elevators in general seem to be more receptive towards 
the system than cooperative elevators. This may be due to cooperative 
elevators having a smaller market share 1n the states surveyed, 
more ov;! r, decision making power in cooperative elevators might be more 
dispersed. On the other hand, independent elevators could be more 
aggressive, handling about two thirds of the domestic grain. 
Much has been written in support of electronic marketing. This can 
further be exemplified by the theoretical and empirical work that has 
been done in this field. Researchers have also suggested the concept of 
designing a multiple commodity system to take advantages of scale 
economies due to increased volume and possible subsequent reduced per 
unit costs for users. Perhaps the most motivating factor for 
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potential users could be benefits from the system vs. the cost of using 
the system. The re spouses of elevator management, grain producers and 
feedlot operators have been fairly positive, indicating the potential 
for the success of a well designed and implemented electronic marketing 
system for grain. 
It is not yet clear as to who would take the initiative to start an 
electronic marketing system for grains. Capital requirements for such 
an endeavor could be substantial. It has been mentioned earlier that 
electronic markets tend to bypass exist~ng marketing organizations. 
However, an aggressive and innovative marketing institution may reap 
advantages from taking the lead 1n developing and implementing a grain 
electronic market. 
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FEDERALLY INSPECTED WAREHOUSE MANAGERS QUESTIONNAIRE 
WITH SUMMARY STATISTICS 
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LOCAL GRAIN ELEVATOR SURVEY-(SUMIIARY) 
Total Number of Respondents • 118 
1. a. Name of flraa: 
b. Type of organ1zat1on: Cooperat1ve _4_7_, Independent ~(Frequency) 
c. Type of facL lLty: Local ~' Inland Subterminal _4 __ , Inland tertDlnal __ 5_, 
Export _o __ (Frequency) 
2. Please list the names and locatlons of branch elevators or stattons: 
Locations 
3. Person completing survey: Name 
Posit1on -----------------------------------------------
Address 
Phone and area code: 
4. What was your total gra1n storage capac1ty as of July 1, 1982? 1072754 <AyG) bu. 
( 8100-7000000) 
5. What percentase of the gra1n delivered to your elevator 10 1982 was dell.vered dur1ng the 
6. 










.tpproxuaately how ~~~any bushels of gra1n d1d you handle' 1695363 (AVG) 
approxLmately what percentage of your total gra1.n vol~me .,:.J,; 11 ~d l.:J.', (AVG) 
...2L% (0-100) 
41 % (0-100) 
Z0%(0- 76) 
20: co- 8sl 
loO% 
7. What 18 the radius of your gra1n procurement area? 24 (AVG) 
(4-250) 
a. How atany other gra1n handling elevators are withln your procurement area? 
9. During 1982, approx1mately how many producers d1d you buy gra1n from? 







Elec cron1::: marketing of cash col'lldlOdltles involves us1ng var1ous forms of comr.tun':.cd:..LC~n .J~·­
data processLng technol.lgj"• Buyers and sellers trade cash commodLtlt!9 wu:h :::1~ oiL~ (J;: 
conference telephones, v1deo tape egu1pment, m1crocomputers, or computer t!:!rm1nals 
connected to large (maln frame) computers. The obJ&CtLve of electron1c markets 1s to create .! 
central1zed trad1ng arena where all potent1al buyers and sellers can ~ompete and fLnalLze 
trades. Commodities are bought or sold based on description. Electronic markets have been 
trl.ed for feeder p1gs, slaughter hogs, feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, slought~r lambs, 
wholesale meat, eggs, cotton, and hay. Some electron1c market1ng systams are operc~.ted 
com.merc1ally, wh1le others have not been successful. 
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11. Please indicate haw fanu har you were Wlth electronic: market1ng before receLVLng th~os 
survey. (Frequency) 
43 38 24 .,.....-.,:9:...,-,=:--
Lass Than Greater Than 
Nat Moderately Haderately Moderately Highly 
Fam1liar Fam.1liar Familiar Familiar Famihar 
12. Rave you bought or sold c:ommodltLea by an electronLc mar:ket1ng naethoM_EQSes__!Q__ No....!Ql_ 
13. 
a. What uthod (see above statement)? 
b. What com.1110d1ty (see above statenu!lnt)? 
Are you awt~re of other merchand1sers who 
eleccron1e a~arketing uthod? Yea2!._ 
a. What method (see above state.J~i1~ 
b. What commodity (see above stateaaent)? 
have bought or sold theLr c:ommodLti.eo~ by an 
Na__1!_ (Frequency) 
(79%) 
14. What types of electron1c LnformatLon systems are you currently usLng. Lf any? 
15. Plea•• LD.dLcate the extent to which you feel each of the follow1ng potential ar1C1ng 
characterlstics of an electronic aaarket are lmportant or not lmportant to the 
waerchandiser. (Frequency) 
a. Expanded 1nforma.t1on about 
quantitles of gr&lRS offer~d 
at spec1fied prtcea ••••••••••••• 
b. Ablhty to bid on gra Ln based 
an producers' ask1ng pr1ces ••••• 
c. Expanded procurecaent area far 
araln ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
d. Ezpanded sa lea area. •••••••• •••• 
e. Ability to participate 1n 
periodic grain auct1on8 ••••••••• 
f. Ability to change bid or offer 
pr1cea a a frequently u you VlSh 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not M-derately Moderately Moderately 
Important Important Important Important 
__ 13 _ __ 12 __ __ 3_1_ 36 
11 14 40 29 
13 18 33 25 
12 12 31 23 
_2_5 _ __ 33 __ __ 3_1_ 14 









16. P't!ase LndLcate the extent to whtch you feel each of the followtng potenttal 
tnformatton serv1ces of an electronic market are Lmportant or not 1mpartant to the 
merchandiser. (Frequency) 
a. tm.proved access to details of 
current sa lea or purchases 
b. Improved access tO SUIIIIIII.t'\88 
of all sales and purchases 
c. Improved access to forward 
contract offers frona producers 
d. Improved access to tnfon:~at10n 
about avatlable storage 
factlit1e1 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Important Important Important Important 
__ 2_ _ 1_2 __ _ 3_8_._ 29 
__ 2_ _ 1_0 __ _ 3_9 __ 38 
__ 4_ _1_3 __ _ 3_8 __ 37 








e. Improved access to other market 
information: 
I. Currency exchange rates 24 23 40 16 __ 5_ 
2. Neva: general ••••••••••••• --6-
_1_9__ _ 5_3 __ 
21 6 




3. Prtces: toea 1 •••••••••••.. ---z;-- --7--
_2_9 __ 
38 )) 
nattonal •••••••••• 2 _1_3 __ 42 35 __ 19 __ 
world ••••••••••••• ___l._ --l.L_ ~ ____l5__ 
futures ••.••••••.• ___l._ __g__ ......J.:L_ ___!W___ 
forecast ••..•..••• __L_ ___j_ __J,Z__ ___JQ___ 
4. Trade leads •••••••••••••••• __ a_ ---l£L_ _JL_ ____2Q___ 
5. Transportatton rates •.••••• __ 6_ _1_2 __ _]Q__ _ll__ 
6. USDA reports •.••.•••••••••• • 6 __ 5 __ _iL_ __ll_ 
7. 'oleather: local •••••••••••• 8 1) _3_9 __ ___l.2__ 
national ••••••••• 6 
_ _4 __ 
_ 3_6 __ _2_0 _ 
world •••••••••••• 9 17 _ 4_0 __ __ 13 __ 
8. Other: 
17. Please indtcate the extent to whtch you feel each of the following potentta 1 oeerattonal 
characcer1 s ttcs of an electrontc market are tmportant or not important to the 
me rchandt ser. Abtlity to: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Hoder3tely H'L ;s"t lv 
Important Important Important Import.ant Important 
a. Market gra1n knowtng that 
seller per'fonnance is 
guaranteed •••• o o o o o o •• o. o. o o •• o 30 37 32 
b. Send and receive electron1c 
uilo•o••••••••••o••••••••••••• 16 27 40 20 8 
c. Use the computers for other 
consumer services (airline 
reservations. c:at,alog 
shipping, etc.) •••••••••••••••• 47 30 22 10 
d. Other: 
18. Please 1ndtc:ate the extent to wh1ch you feel '!&ch of the follow1ng transportatlf'.!. 
serv1ces of an electron1.c market are important or not important to the merchandlser o 
Ab1lity to: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately H1ghly 
Important Important Important Important Important .. Locate truck transportation. o •• _.llL_ __l.5...._.. ~ __u_ 
b. Locate rai 1 transportatlon •• o •• ___lL_ ~ __ll_ -l..5..-
c. Locate barge transportat1on o. o. _iL_ _lll_ __ll_ ___3._ 
d. Negot1ate fre1ght rates ••• o •• o • _u_ ~ ~ ....2.li_ 
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19. If an electronic market for buying or selling your grain was available, how would you rate 
the importance of each descr1ptive characteristic? 
M•rchandisera could buy or sell their grain based on th.e following descript1.ve 
characteristics: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Hlgh ly 
Important 
a. Location (FOB a speciftc point) 
b. Deltvery condtttons •••••••••••• 
c. Quantity ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
d. , Mo1sture ••••••••••••••••••••••• , 
e. U.S. Grade ••••••••••••••••••••• 
f. Prote1n •.••••••••••.•••••.••••• 
g. Percent 011 •••••.••••.•••.••••• 
h. Heat damage •••••••••••••••••••• 
i. Total damage ••••••••••••••••••• 
j. Broken kernels •••••••••••• o o. o. 
k. Test weight •••••••••••••••••••• 
l. Foreign mater1al ••••• o• ••• o ••• o 
ID. Defects •••••• o ••••••••••••••••• 
n. OHV .......................... .. 
o. Other: 



















7 _1_6 __ 
_ 2_1 __ 
_ 1_9 __ 









_ 3_0 __ 
29 _3_1 __ 
_2_7 __ 
_2_9 __ 































20. There •re several pocentl.al grain buyers and sellers as well as other flrms that could be 
involved 1.n an electronic urket for gra1n. Please 1nd1.cate the exter~.t t.o wh1cn you ieel 
each of che groups llsted below ID8Y beneht from an electronic market for gra1n: (Freq) 
Greater 
Leas Than Than 
No Moderate Moderate Moderate Great 
Benefit Benefit Benefit Bene he Benef1 t. .. Sellers: 
!. Grain producers •• o ••••••••••••••• 8 22 48 14 19 
2. Elevators ••• o •••••••••••••••••••• __L_ __]_ _J2_ __l.L_ _ll_ 
3. Broker o. o ••••••• o. o ••• o •••••••• o. ---L ___2__ ---lL __ll_ __2Q__ 
b. Buyers: 
!. Livestock feeders or other 
farmers ••••• o •••••• o ••••• o ••••••• 6 25 48 20 __jJL_ 
2. Local elevators ••• 0. 0. 0. 0 ••••• o'o. -5- _1_3_ 
_ 4_1_ _2_8 _ 
24 
3. Subteraunal elevators o o ••• o ••• o o o -3-
_1_2 __ _ 2_3_ 38 32 
4. Inland t.et'lD1nal ••• o. o o •• o •••••••• -3- --9- _2_1_ _3_5_ ---'36 
5. Gra1n exporters •••••• o ••••••• o ••• -2- --8- 18 25 5'4 
6. Grain m1llers and 
processors •••••••••••• o ........... 2 8 22 28 44 
7. Feed tatlls ••••••• o. o. o ••••••••••• -4-
_1_3 __ _ 3_0_ -33- 26 
a. Port elevators ••••• o ••••••• o ••••• -z- --8-- _2_3 _ _ 2_5_ 46 
c. Other firms: 
!. Commodity brokers o o ••• o ••• o •••••• 31 19 44 
2. Transportation f1rms 
( ra1lroads, barge. or 
trucking flrma) ................. , 14 39 21 25 
3. Private raarket tnformation 
suppliers •••••••••• o o o o •••••••••• ~ ___..!1_ --lJL_ -2.!L._ __.3.]_ 
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21. Listed belov are several groups which might be involved in an electronic market. If an 
electronic market for gra1ns was formed, who should: (Frequency) 
Producers Buyers 
or or *Pr1vate 
Producer Buyer Third 
Trade Trade Party Govern-
Assns. Assns. Fi rnlS ment Other 
a. Own and control the 
system •••••••••••••••••••.•••. 20 .22_ 46 0 
b. Guarantee delivery of 
gr-in •••••••••••••••••••••.••• 47 '38 20 4 
c. Guarantee payment ••••••••••••• 11 71 "22" 3 --2-
d. Deacribe and grade grain •••••• 14 31 37 27 --1-
e. Gu.t.rantee quality ••••••••••••• 5'3 30 u- 3 5 
f. Resolve disputes •••••••••••••• 12 30 59 _lL __ 4_ 
*The Private Thud Party Firms would be independent firms set up spec1 fically to ocgan1ze 
and control these functions. 
22. a. Please ind1cate the extent to which you feel there is .a need for an electronlc 
market1ng system for gra1na. (Frequency) 
_1Q._ 30 47 17 11 
No Leas Than ~~ cr;;t 
Need Moderate Need Than Need 
Nee<! Moderate 
Need 
b. Give the principle reaaona why or why not. 
23. Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree Wlth each of the statements listed 
be low. (Frequency) 
Strongly 
Oisagr. ee Disagree 
a. Grain will be bought and sold 
ths.Juah a computerized trading 
system within five year a....... 4 
b. Tranaportation services w1ll 
be bought and sold through a 
computerized ~ system 
within five years •••••••••••••• 
c. Local elevators would use a 
computer1zed trad1ng system.... __ a __ 
d. Inland terminal or subterminal 
elevators would use a 
e. 
computer1zed trading system •.•• 
Export elevators would use a 
computerized trading system.... 1 
f. 
g. 
I would uae a computerized 
trading system ••.••••••••••..•• 
Local elevators would uae a 
computertzed information 
system •••••••••••••••••••••••• o 
h. Inland teraunal or subterm1nal 
elevators would use a 
computerized tnformatton system 
i. Export elevators would uae a 
computerized infonaation system. 
j. I would uae a computeru~ed 








































24. If in fact a system is developed on a coat-efficient basis. would you have one? (Frequency) 
Y•• ~ No ..l,L_ Maybe .9]__ 
A•pros.im.ately how much would you be willing to pay per IDOnth for the use of such a 
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LOCAL GRAI:l ELEVATOR SURV'!':Y - (SUMMARY) 




~ama of Eirm: ~77~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~.--,~~~~~--Type .Jf orzanizat1on: Coop.err~CLVe 13 ' tnde~enclcnc 32 (Frequency) 
Type of facihcy: Local ___l§,_._, LnT;i;dSuh:~rmLnal 3 , Inlanrt tenunal __ 2 __ , 
Exp<>rt ~ (Frequency) 
2. Please list the names and locations of branch elll!vators or stations: 
Locations 
3. Person compl..etins survey: Nam• 
Pooition -------------------------------------------------
Address 
Phone and are a code: 
4. What was your total a rain storage capacity Lncluciing branch elevators .as of July 1, 1982? 
4630532 (AVC) bu. 
5. tn 1982, what percentaae of the grain de'ivered to youl:' ele·,ator was delivered during 1982 
harvest? 71 % (~VG) 
(2-100) 






aav m.any other grain haadlina elevators are within your procurement area! 
During 1982 1 &~)proximately how aany prod~.&cers did you buy grain f'r0111? 
















approximately how ID.any bushels of grain did 
appro"Cimar:ely what percentage of your total 







grun voliJille handled was: (AVG) 
11. Approximatelt what percenL•ae of the arain purchas~d ft'oaa farmers by your elevator vas 
h•dled ia each of c:he follovinc ways! In column l. indicate how arain was p~rchased in 
1982. In column 2. indicate '"l.:v you would have preferred to have purchased grain in 1982. 
(Average) 
~ Prefert"ed .. Purchased for cash illl"'lttdiate ly at harvest time (no contract) 24 % 28 % 
b. Stored and purchased at a later date 50 % ~8 % c. Contracted for a harvest casil sale _J,Q_~ 1~ % d. Purchased .at harvest t1rae 'll::h paymii:!•H de{erre.s ---'L.,_% % .. Purchased from farm stor..1ge after 1-,arvcsc: .....zg__% JC % f. Other (please •pec1.fy) % % 
Tor als lOO% r~o % 
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12. Appr.Jx.ioaately what ~etcentage .,: youC" &rat.n s3les (bushels) in 19S2 was sotd in the 
following m.an.,er? In colu.:nn 1, 1.ndicate how grain wa.s sold in 1982. !n colu.11n 2. 
indicate h.Jw you would have ;Jreferr<id to have sold the graut. (Average) 
~ Preferred .. Sold <o famers as grain or processed feed 28 % 41 ~ 
b. Sold for unmed1.ate shi~nsent (up '" 15 d•ys) 31 % J~ '" c. Sold for 15-JO day shii)m41!nt __JL~ 
d. Sold for :ihipmenc after 30 days -.JILt ill 
e. De 1 i.vered ag.1 i.nH a fntut"t!S contract --ll,_% JC 
f. Other (p lt:ase spectfy) % 
To c a is ---roo:: 100, 
1.3. tn 1982, appr·:nc1mately what percentage of you:- grain sales (bushels) was delivered in the 
followt.ng ways? In column 1, indicate how grat.n was sold in 1982. In colu:nn 2, indicate 







Waa delivered to meet a spec.tfied grade 
Utilized a contract specifying a price and delivery date, 
but which at towed for premiuras or discounts if you de 1 iver 
grc1.in before or after the specified delivery date 
Utilized a. multiple shipment contract in which several 
de liver1e.s are provid-ed for in the same contrac.:t over a 
specifiecJ time period 
All o<her me <hods 
Totals 
~ Pre fer red 
~% 69 
_5_6_% 70 
52 % 39 % 
47 % % 




1982. what percentage of your grain sales (buahels) went to each of the following types 
buyers? In colwnn 1 1 indicate how your grain was distributed. In colWiln 2 1 indicate 






Coop inl.and tetw~inals or subterminah 











59 % _ _._.__i 
f. Millers. cruahers, procesaors ..-Z5L..% 21 % 
-""11":<'00;;--~ 
Please 
Other (please specify) % 
----------------------------~T~o=,~.~ls --roo-~ 
How important is each facror listed in determining who you sold grain to in 1982"' 






Price bid ••••••••••••••••• 
Contractual arrangements •• 
Advances or short term. 
credit •••••••••••••••••••• 
Time and manner of payment 
Premium and discount 
practices ••••••••••••••••• 
6) We1ghi~"'.fi accuracy ••••••••• 
7) Penalr..l-.J for de lays 1n 
shipmer :·~ ••••••••••••••••• 
8) Prert11uro for large volumes 
9) Frequet'Jt & consistent 
bidder ••••••••••••••••••• 
10) Market infotnlation 
provided by <he buyer ..... 
11) Brokerage services •••••••• 
12) Management and personae L. 
13) Teminal or processor 
f.acilities •••••••••••••••• 
14) Transport at ion services ••• 
1"5) Size of dividends and 
investment opportunities •. 
16) Loyol<y .................. . 
17) Integrt<y of buyer ...... .. 



















__ 1 _ 
__ 10 __ 






































1 __ 1_1_ 
33 
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16. Fol' each of the !a ll.,.,tng statements tndtc:ace how s:rona:ly you agree or disacrae. 
(Frequency) 
•· Gra1n is sold at an average prtc:e 
WJ.thouc the use of premiu111s or 
dJ.sc:ounts 
b. Lower qualtty sratn 11 discounted 
but no preaaium. is pa1d for iugher 
qu.ality araJ.n 
c. A premtum 11 pa.a.d for high quahty 
ara1n and all other gratn is naid 
d. .. 
an average prtce 
Both premuuns and dtscounts are used 
in the sale of araia 














































17. Causes of aarket inefficiency. tf any, can be related co prtces not reflecttng the value 
of products or to ha.ah arain handliaa colts. Please indicate the relative iDqJortar.ce of 








Lack of aarkat information ----.A_ 
Rot enoush •-petition ...,n1 (9%) 
buyaro ~
Lack of proper aradins (l4%) 
tpecificacioaa, pr•i1.1111a aad 
discounts at local elevators --l.-
Unanticipated variations 1n (7%) 
the price of ~~:rain __z_ 
Lack of available traaopor- (5%) 
cation fac1licies _.1..,_ 
Other: (11%) 
Laos Than 





































18. W'hich of the following are i1111portant objectives of 'your gra1n handlz.ag operation? 
(Frequency) 
Loss Than Greater Than 
!lot Hader ate ly l!oderate ly Moderately Highly 
I~aportaac Important ImlJortanc Important Important 
a. Obtain the best p"tice •••••• 0 0 2 6 39 
b. Obtain srain storaae iacCHH -s 1 ---s- 14 _2_2_ 
c. Redse &raiD ••1••· ......... __u_ ,_,J,__ ---lil.....- _a.._ 
d. Cash forward contract grain 
sales •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ _.a_ ~ ___u__ 
e. Maintain high turnover ••••• -----A- __..l.._ ---l1..- --La..-
f. Maximize annual profit ••••• -..1- __a__ -L- --lL_ 
I• Other: 
Electronic urketina of caah commodities involves using various forms of coramun1cation and 
data processing technology. Buyers and sellers trade cash coaaaad1.ti.es with the aid of 
conference te laphones 1 V\deo cape equipment 1 microcomputers 1 or computer term1.nals 
connected to large (aai.n fr-) computers. The object1ve of electron1.c: ~aarket5 is to create 
a ceatrali.zed tradina arena where all potential buye"ta aad sellers can cam.pete and finalize 
trades. Co••odities are bouaht or sold based on descrilJtJ.on. Electronic raarkets have been 
tried for feeder pis•. slauahter boas, feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, slaughter lambs, 
wholesale taeat. eaas. cotton, and bay. Sanae electronic: raarketing systems are operated 






















Fami 1 iar 
'Rave you bought or sold commodities by an electronic: ra.arketing raethod? Yeo 1 
(Z%) 




b. What co~t~modity (see above statcmli!n-;:t;,;;-----------------------
Are you aware of other :nerchand1.sers who have bought or sold theLr cot:m~odlt:;.es by an 
electronic lftarketing method? Yes_S_ No~ (Frequency) 
(10%) (90%) 
a. 'Jhat method (see above state"'1ent)"-,.,------------------------
b. What commadlC:y (see above statement)? ___________________ _ 
22. What types .:Jf etectron1.c Lnform.atLor syster:u: are you currently using, 1.f any' 
23. Please Lndicaee e'le extent eo •Jhl.ch you feel each of ehe follow1.ng poeentteal prtcL.,£' 








!xlJanded in format ion about 
quancitiet of ara1ns offered 
Not 
Import aat 
at specified prices .__L 
Ability to bid on grain 
bated on producers' asking 
prices 
Expanded procurl!aaent area 
for grain 
Expanded sales .uea 
Ability to participate 
in periodic: grain, auc tiona 
Ability to change b1d or 
offer prices as frequently 





























24. Ple.Jse Lnd1cate the extent to wh1ch you feel each of the follow1.ng potential tnformattO!" 
serv1ces of an electronic market are uuportant or not important to the merchand1ser. 
(Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately H1gh ly 
Import ant Important Important Iruportant Important 
a. Improved access to details 
of current s.ales or 
?Urchases _..iL_ _.c.__ -l.B.,_ __z._ 
b. Improved access to summaries 
of .all sales and purchases _..iL_ ---1....-- __:u_ ___,___ 
c. Improved access to forward 
contract offers from 
producers __...__ ~ _li_ --L-
d. Improved access to in for-
mat ion about available 
storage facilities __a_ _u__ ___l.L_ ___.1__ 
e, Improved access to other 
market in format ion: 
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1. Currency exchange rates _u_ _u_ __lL_ _.L_ 
2. News: genet"al ••••••••• ___g_ __lL_ _u__ __ 6_ 
COIIIIIIOdity. •• • • • • _2.__ ___L_ _1_1 __ 10 
3. Prices: local ••••••••• __..1__ ___L_ 12 
_1_4 __ 
nacional •••••• _2.__ -~ -lit._ ::::L: 
world ••••••••• ~ __jj,_ -lit._ 
__ 9_ 
futures ••••••• --2- ----1-- --1.._ .......l.2..._ 
forecast •••••• _2.__ ----1-- _u_ _t_o __ 
"· Trade leado •••••••••••• _.s.._ __jj,_ _u__ __ 6 _ 5. Transport.ation rates ••• _.s.._ ----1-- _u_ _lL_ 
6. USDA reports ••••••••••• ~ ___l_ -lit._ 11 
7. Weather: local. ••••••• ___J_ __J_ _lL_ 6 
national ••••• ~ ___L_ _u__ _1_1 __ 
world •••••••• __l_ ___L_ __l!L_ __ s_ 
8. Other: 
25. Please t.ndl.cate the extent t.:J W"htch you feel .!ac:n of the follovtng potentt.a.l operat1ona, 
ehar.ac:terstic:s of an o!lectr'Jnl..: mar"'et are t.mportant vr not. t.il:lportant t:o t 1 l· 
~erchandl.ser. AbJ.lLty to: (Frequency) 
.. Buy grain :iesc:ribed by an 
1.ndt!pendenc thtrd party 
b. Market gra1.n know1.ng that 
seLler performance 10 
gu~ranteed 
c. Send and rece LVe 
electronic ~aai 1 
d. !Jse the computers for ocher 
con,umer servir.es (airline 
re1ervacions, cacaloa. 










_ 1_1 __ 















26. Please indtcate the extent to which you feel each of the following transportatLon 
1ervices of an electronic m.arket are important or not important to the mer..:h.and•ser. 
Abllity to: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Important Important Important Important Important .. t..:Jcate truck transport at ion 14 7 11 6 
b. locate rail transportation 15 
--7-- --11-- -;-
c. Locate barge cransportat1.on 26 --6-- ---g--- --2--
d. Negoti&ce fre 1.ght rates 11 3 ~ 6 
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27. If an electronic: market for buying or: :J~ l Ling your grain was avai lab te 1 h.o" would you rate 
the importance of each descriptive characteristic? 
Merch.aadiaers could buy or sell :heir grain based on the following desc:ript1ve 
characteristics: (Frequency) 
•· Location (FOB a speci fie 
point) •••••••••••••••••••• 
b. De livery conditions ••••••• 
c. Quantity •••••••••••••••••• 
d. Moisture •••••••••••••••••• 
e. U.S. Grade •••••••••••••••• 
f. Prate in ••••.•••••••••.•••• 
g. Percent oil ••••••••••••••• 
h. Re at damage ••••••••••••••• 
i. Total dam.age •••••••••••••• 
j. Broken kernels •••••••••••• 
k. Test weight ••••••••••••••• 
1. Foreign material •••••••••• 
ua. Defects ••••••••••••••••••• 































































28. There are several poc.entt.al grain buyers and s.ellers•as well as oCh.:!r hrms C~ac couloJ be 
t.:wol 1red :.:1 an electronic mar~et :.Jr &raLn. Pl.:!ase Lndt.;:ate h.Jw much !'OU feel ea;:h Jf ':.~~ 
groups lt.sted below mav bena!f'lt fr.Jm an eleccront.c mar!(et for gr::1n" (Frequency) 
a. Sellers: 
1. Grain producers •••••••••••••• 
2. Elevators •••• , ••••••••••••••• 
3. Broker ••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
b. Buyers: 
l. Livettock feeder" or other 
farmers •••.••••••••••••••••• 
2. Local elevators ••••••.•••••• 
3. Subterminal elevators ....... 
4. Inland ternu.nal. o ••••••••••• 
5. Grain exporters ••••••••••••• 
6. Grain m.1llers and processors 
7. Feed mills •••••••••••••••••• 
8. Port elevators ••••••• , ••• ,,, 
c. Other finn.s: 
1. Commodity brokers •• , •••• , •• , 
2. TransportatLon firms 
(railroads. barge, or 
trucking firms) •• o.,., •••••• 
3. Private mar!cec infona.ation 






















__ 3 __ 
~fodcrate 
Bene f 1. t 










'1ode rate Gre .H 
Seneft.t Beneft.~ 























29. Listed below are several aroups whic:h 111ight be involved in an el~tctronic raarket. If an 







or or *Private 
P'toducer Buyer Third 
Trade Trade Party Govern-
Mans. Aasns. Firms aent 
Own and control the systeiD •••••••••••• 4 12 27 1 
Guarantee delivery of grain ••••••••••• 
_ 1_8 _ _ 1_1_ __ 1_1 _ --0--
Guarantee payment ••••••••••• •••• ...... ...!._ 30 
_1_1_ --0-
Describe and grade grata •••••••••••••• _ 6 __ __ 8 _ _2_1_ --8-
Guarantee, quality ••••••••••••••••••••• ...lJl.._ ___JQ_ 
__ 1_2_ 
0 
Resolve disputes •••••••••••••••••••••• __,l__ ___u_ 22 __ 1_ 
*The Private Third Party Firms would be independent firms set up spec::ifical ty to 








.. Please indicate hov strona you faa! the need is for an electronic marketing system for 
anino? (Frequency) 
-lL 1~ _lL_ _JL_ 
Lou Than Greater Than 
!Ia Moderate Mader ace Moderate Great 
"-e<i Need !leed Need Need 
b. Give the principle reasons why or why not. 
31. tnd1~.1.te thl! degree to '"'h1.:h you agr~~ or d1.sagr~l! with ~ach of the statl!ments hsted 












Gra1i1 w1ll be bought and sold 
through a comj:lutarlzed ~
system within flve years 
Transportation servtces will be 
bought and sold through a 
computerized tradins system w1thin 
five years 
Local elevators would use a 
coaaputerized tradins system 
Inland tenunal or subterm.inal 
elevators wauld use a 
computerized tradins system 
Export elevators would use a 
com:puterized tradJ.nS system 
I vould uae a computerized 
tradins systelll 
Local elevators would use a 
computerized information system 
Inland terminal or subterminal 
elevators would use a 
compu'ter1zed information sysr:em 
Export elevators would use a 
computer1zed 1nf.Jrmat1on systl!m 




_ s_ _ 1_3 _ 
__ 4_ 
'fa O~nnion 
or Seutral Agree 
Strongl." 
Agre~ 
__ 14 _ ......!!!...... __ a_· _ 
__ 11 _ _ 1_9 ___ s _ 
If in fact & system. is 
Yes ....2..._ :Ia _A..,_ 
deve loped on 
Maybe _,ZL 
(69%) 
would you be 
a cast-efficient basis. would you have one?(Frequency) 
(21%) (10%) 
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GRAIN PRODUCER SURVEY-(Summary) 
Total II of Resp~ .• dents = 144 
Name --------------------------- Add re ss ____ ___,;::----;-::---"7"-----(Rural Route) 
(Ctty) 
State 
Sex II_ F ___ _ 
County ________________________ __ 
1. (a) How many acres of land did you own in 1982? Include tand owned by your 
wife, or by your partners, if any. 487 CAve> 
(b) 
(0-3919) 
How many acres did you ~ others in 1982? 4s (AVG' 
(0-1355) 
(c) How many acres of land did you or your parcnersh1p rent from others and 
operate 1n 1982? __ ,.;4?20.:1~(;:-AV;.;G'-",)'-----------
(0-2300) 
(d) What is your on-fanl storage capacity? 47888 (AVG) bu. 
(0-600000) 
(e) Do you expect to increase your on-farm grain storage capacity in the next 
five years? ___ 3_3 ___ Yes 106 No (Frequency) 
(f) How mAny acre~2~1~ you have p\~~%{ed in the following crops 
Acres 
Corn for grain. __]QL_ 
Soybeans. ~ 
Wheat , • 196 
Milo fOr grain. ____ 7_2 ___ 
Hay • , • • • • 34 
Cotton. • • • • • • 39 
Government Program 
Rice ••• 
Grain f<Jr siLage 
Permanent Pasture. 
Farmstead, roads, 
waste Land, etc. 
Other •••• 
Total Acres. 









Electrontc marketing involves using various forms of communLcatLon and data 
processing technology to buy or sell agrtcultural commodtties. Buyers and sellers trade 
commodities with the a1.d of conference telephones, v1deo tape equ1.pment, 
microcomputers, or computer tenunals connected to large (matn frame) computet's. The 
objective of electrontc markets is to create a centralized tradtng arena where all 
potential buyers and sellers can compete and finalize trades. Commodtties are bought or 
sold based on description. Electornic markets have been tried for feeder ptgs, 
slaughter hogs, feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, slaughter lambs, wholesale 
!!!.!...!.!..• !..1.1.!.• ~· and !!..!.I.· Some electronic marketing systems are operated 
cona.ercially, while others have not been successful. 
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l. Please indicate how familiar you were vith electronic raarkettng before this 
survey began? (Frequency) 
64 39 35 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
~ ~ ~ Famtliar ~
2. liave you marketed commodities by an electr;onic marketing method? (Frequency) 
7 Yeo 135 No 
(5%) (95%) 
a. What method?(See above statement) 
b. llhat co-odity?(See above •tatemen::t-;)---------------------
3. Are you aware of other producers who have marketed their coramodittes by an electronic 
marketing method? _22_ Yes ~No (Frequency) 
a. llhat 1111!thod?(See <}br,;~e state~~~~J 
b. What commodtty?(See above atateme-n~t~)---------------------
4. If an electronic market for selling your grain was available, hov would you rate the 
uaportance of each of its potenttal pricing characteristtcs? Ability to: (Frequency) 
a. offer grain at a set 
prict~ and wait untll a 
Not 
Important 
buyer bids that amount __b.__ 
b. forward contract gra1n 
at a set price and wait 
unt tl a buyer bids 
that amount. __ 7_ 
c. have grain auctioned 
to the higheot bidder. _2_7_ 
d. ~dace a reservation 
or floor price 
(unknown to buyers) 
on your grain. _1_3 __ 
e. change your reservation 
or floor price as 
frequently as you wish __ 9 __ 
f. place futures marl(et 
orders 12 





























5. If an electronic rD.arket for selling your gratn was available, how would you race the 
tmportance of each of its potentLal information servtces. (Frequency) 
a. Improved access r:o 
details of the most 
Not 
Important 
recent individu.al trades 5 
b. Improved access to 
summartes of all trades 
c. Improved access r:o cash 
prtce btds from buyers 
d. Improved access to fotvard __ _ 






















.. Improved acce as to other 
market infonaacion: 
1. new• general 5 14 66 30 24 
commodity ____.l_ ~ __J9..._ _ll..._. 
__ 38 __ 
2. prices, local __ 2_ __L_ __ 22 __ _4_7 __ _6_2 _ 
national. __ z_ __ 8_ __37 __ 46 __47 __ 
world __ 2_ __ s _ __ 44 __ 45 __43 __ 
futureS 4 4 27 55 48 
forecast. --4-
__ 1_0_ --32-- -46-- --46--
3. transportation rates --7- --~-4- --52--
_3_7 __ --29--
4. USDA reports. 
__ 1_0_ __ 1_2 _ __4_7_ -39-- --30--
5. weather 6 6 45 38 --44--
6. other 
6. If an electronic market for selling your gratn was available, how would you rate the 
importance of each descr'iptive charactertsttc? Producers could sell their gratn 
based on the following descr t.pt ive charactert.st tcs: (Frequency) 
a. location (FOB a 
specific point) 
b. de 1 ivery conditions 
c. quantity. 
d. moisture. .. u. s. grade 
f. prate in 
g. percent oil( soybeans) 
h. heat damage 
i. total damage. 
j. broken kernels. 
k. test weight 
1. fore1gn material. 









































































7. 1 f an electronic mar'<et was available tl> sell your grain, how would you rate the 
importance of each of its potential storage and transportation serv1ces? Abtticy 
to: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately :-!ode rate ly H1~hly 
Im2ortanc tmeorcant !mEortant Important Important 
a. locate ava1lab le 
storage for grain. __ 2_7_ _2_1 __ 33 27 29 
b. offer gra1.n to elevators 
for a set storage fee. __ 1_7_ _2_1 __ 47 30 22 
c. locate transportation 
for moving your gra1.n. 17 21 44 26 29 
d. negotiate freight rates 
for grain shipp1.ng __ 1_2_ 12 37 39 37 .. Other 
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8. If an e lec:tronic market was available to se 11 your grain, how would you rate the 
importance of each of its potential o2erattonal characterise ics? Abi llty to: (Frequency) 
Less Than Greater Than 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately Highly 
Im2ortant tm2ortant Ime:ortant Im2ortant Imeortant 
a. market grain knowing 
that buyer performance 
is guaranteed __ 2_ __ 4_ 18 29 84 
b. access the trading 
system from your home 
(wlth a telephone and 
computer term1.na 1 or 
microcomputer). 4 17 37 38 41 
c. access the trading 
system from a local 
41 24 agribusiness. 15 46 
d., send and rec:e 1ve 
e tectron1c maLl _ZJL ~ __ 5_7_ 23 __ 1_2_ 
e. use the computers for 
other consumer services 
(aLrline reservations-
catalog shopping, etc.) __ 3_7_ __ 4_0 _ __ 39_ 11 
f. other 
9. t.isted below are several groups which m1ght be involved 1n an electronic market. If 
an electronic market for grains was formed 1 who should: (Frequency) 
Producers Buyers 
or or *Pr LV ate 
producer buyer third 
trade trade party Govern-
aasne. assns. fi t'm8 nent Other 
a. own and control the 
system 78 17 45 
b. guarantee de 1 ivery of 
grain. 102 17 20 0 
c. guarantee payment. -w- """90 _2_2 __ -rz-- -0-
d. descrtbe and grade grain -32- -16-
_6_1 __ --34-- -1-
e. guarantee quality. 
_9_8_ -9- -26-- --9- -1-
f. resolve disputes 17 8 92 21 '~- s 
*The prtvate third party fim would be an independent firm. set u~ specifically to 
organize and contra 1 these functions. 
10. Please 1.nd1.cate how strong you feel the need is for an electrontc marketing 
system for grains. (Frequency) 
28 55 32 14 
I.e ss Than Greater Than 
No Moderate Moderate Moderate Great 
Need Need ~ ~ ~ 
Give the principle reasons why or why not: 
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11. Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the statements listed 
be l~w: (Frequency) 
Strongly 
Disagree 
a. grain will be bought and 
sold through a computerized 
trading system wtthin 
5 years .... 
b. transportation services 
will be bought and soLd 
through a computerlZed 
trading system wlthtn 
5 yearc; ••••••• 
c. local elevators will 
use a computerized 
tradtng system ••• 
d, I wtll use a 
computerued trading 
<;yst~m •••• , •• 
e, local elevators will 
use a computerlZed 
tnformation system 
f. t wtll use a 
computl!rLZed 












(ADDITIONAL INfORMATION ABO!TI' FARH AND FARH OPERATOR) 
Now could we have a little information about you, please? 




(b) What LS the hLghest grade of school you completed? (AVG) 
(1906 - 19SS) 
13 
(7-20) 
(c) How many years have you farmed since your 18th btrthday' (AVG) 26 
(d) Durtng how many of these (entry Ln c) years have you 
produced wheat, corn, ur soybeans? (AVG) 
2. 1-lhat proportLon of your gross farm income LS derived from the 
sate of grato' (AVG) 
( 3-59) 
{3-59) 
3. Do you produce lLvestock? 
(10-100) 




GRAIN PRODUCER PERSONAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE 
WITH SUMMARY STATISTICS 
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ID No. 
(Co. - Person) 
A STUDY OF GRAIN MARKETING - SUMMARY 
Total Number of respondents = 150 
Name -----------------------------




Sex (l'l) (F) 
tn tP rviewer 
.!!!1!. 







Hello, I am (state name) and I am working for 
Oklahoma State University at Stillwater. The Department of Agricultural 
Economics at Oklahoma State i• doing research on marketing alternatives 
for grain producers. As a part of this project, we are contacting 
f-1rmers to find out what types of mar!cettng systems are being used and 
what changes are being made or should be made to assure that markets are 
efficient 4nd competitive. Part1cular emphasis will be placed on 
e 1 ec t ron i c marketing potential. Knowledge gained from this study wi 11 
help advist! grain producers about production and marketing pr;J.I!tices. 
All 1nformation wi 11 b.;: kPpt confidential and used only for research 
purposes. Your a<~cnstance -~·L 11 be greatly apprectatP.d. 
Did you produce any gra1n in 1982? 
____ Yes (go to page 2) 
No (stop) 
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SECTlOII 1. GEIIERAL FARMING OPERATlOII 
First, we would like some general information about your farming 
operation in 1982. 
1. Include land (a) Row •any acres of land did you own in 1982? 
owned by your wife, or by your partners, if any. 625 (Average) 
(b) Of these :-::::-;-::-;-;;;;;:;:;;--(entry in a) acres, how •ny did you 
~others in 1982? 56 (Average) 
(c) Acres operated which you own (a - b) 600 (Average) 
(d) Row •ny acres of land did you rent frOID others 
and operate in 1982? Include any land operated in 
partnerahi p or aa a corporation. 646 (Average) 
(e) !low thh makes a total of acres operated in 1982. (Average) ----1214 
(f) What is your on-farm grain storage capacity? 
bushels 
35406 
(g) Do you expect to increase your on-farm grain storage capacity 
in the next five years? ~Yes ~ llo (Frequency) 
2. (a) !low we would like to ask about the uses •ade of your 
(entry in l.e) acres during 1982. How many 
acres did you have in (insert use). 
(b) For each of the grains listed, how IDilch would you expect to 
produce per acre in an average year? 
(c) What percentage of each of the grains you produce is sold off 
the farm as grain in an average year. 
NOTE: Record crops by total acres if respondent recalls 
totals, OR if respo;;;i";llt reports by tract, record 
separately. 
3. Do you ova or uae a COIDputer in your fara business? (Frequency) 
-ZJ__ Yea ~ llo (Skip to Question 4) 
w;~ type?(8S%) -------------------------------
4. Do you plan to purchase or uae a COIDpUter in your busineu vi thin 
the next tva yeara? (Frequency) 
~Yea _a.a_ llo ......JlL Maybe 
















Total Avg. Percentage 
acres in lot 2nd Jrd Yield Sold Off 
Land Use operation tract tract tract /acre the Farm 
(Average) 
as grain 
Corn for grain. -ID.... ..lJL_ ___8.L_ 
Soybeans. _a2,L __ll_ ____ll_ 
Wheat • ....uL ......ii.L _____ll_ 
Milo for grain. ...l.2.L ....1.fJ_ ---2.lL 
Hay • _g_ _ll_ ~ 
Cotton. _l2L _ll_ ...lQQ._ 
Government program (diverted) _ill_ 
Rice. _ill_ .1Q.L _1QQ_ 
Grain for silage. .._..!!Q_ .lQ.L ___2Q_ 
Other cropland 83 ...lL ___§_Q_ 
(speedy) 
Permanent Pasture 268 
Farmstead, roads, wasteland, etc. 46 
TOTAL ACRES (See le above) 
SECTION II. GRAIN OUTLETS 
Nov ve vou ld like to talk about the outlets where you delivered or 
sold grain durin& 1982. 
1. (a) Would you please tell me the name and city of each outlet to 
which you delivered or •old grain in 19827 
(b) What percentage of yQur 1982 grain has not yet been 
sold_,l~ _ _7 (Average) 
[For each market named, ASK): 
(c) What percentage of the grain delivered or sold in 1982 was 
delivered or aold to ? 
(d) At the bottom leftOf'tiiis page is a list of different types 
of market outletl. What type of m~rket outlet was used? 
(e) At the bottom right of this page is a list of methods used to 
haul grain to market. What hauling method was used? 




(a) (c) (d) (e) (f) 
*Type •• Distance 
Per- of Hauling from 
Name City centage market ..,thod(a) farm (mi.) 
INTERVIEWER: Record code number(o) only for Cola. c and d. You may 
have more than one entry ia these tvo columna. 
*Type of market (a) 
1 - local elevator 
2 - gra1n proceaaor 
3 - arain exporter 
4 - aubterainal elevator 
5 - another farmer 
(liveatock producer•) 
6 - feed mi 11 
7 - inland terminal 
8 - gulf elevator• 
9 - other 
**Hauling method(s) 
1 - pickup truck 
2 - pickup truck with trailer 
3 straight truck 
4 - atraight truck with trailer 
5 - semi-trailer 
6 - tractor and wagon 
7 - other 
(g) How many outlets did you consider uoing in 1982 but did not use? ___ .s_4 ______ __ 
(Average) 
several of the following questions are to be answered by ueing 
numerical scores you select from the range of nl'' to "99". nte numbers 
"1" and 11 99 11 represent extremes --in importance. or in the degree of 
your agreement with a statement, or the like. If the attribute being 
indicated is of importance, a "1" means that it is of no importance, 
while a "99" means it is highly important. 
In many instances you may want to indicate intermediate degrees by 
uaing scores between "1" and "99". On the "importance" scale, with a 
score of "1" indicating no importance and "99" indicating much 
importance 1 scores between 11 10 11 and "30 11 might be conceived of as 
indicating slight importance 1 scores between "40" and "60" as indicating 
moderate importance. and scores between "70" and "90" as indicating 
considerable but not maximum importance. 
The distinctions you make should be as fine as you feel you can 
make them. Use the number along the range that you believe best 
expresses your judgment. If you feel you can distinguish between "SO" 
and "52", do so. If you do not feel you can distinguish that finely, 
you may use scores that are multiples of "5" or 11 10". A check mark (x) 
indicates no opinion, undecided 1 or do not know. 
2. Listed below are characteristics of markets that might influence 
you to choose a particular market outlet when selling grain. You 
have said that in 1982 you delivered grain 
to (read markets given in Q. 1). For each 
factor please indicate by giving me a. number from "lu to 11 9911 , how 
i~portant it was to you in deciding to patronize these outlets. (Average) 
100 
Importance of Market Characteristics 
The following scale may help keep the directions in mind 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 99 
Not Moderately Highly 
important important 




(a) price received ____ 8_3 ____ _ 
(b) convenient transportation ____ 7_4 ____ _ 
(c) marketing cost ___ s_a ____ _ 
(d) elevator is a cooperative ___ 3_8 ____ _ 
(e) elevator is not a cooperative ___ 2_8 ____ _ 
(f) speed and convenience of unloading the truck 70 
(g) reliability of the elevator management 
commi tme n ta 84 
(h) sale of farm input (fuel, fertilizer, etc.) 53 
( i) attitude of manager and employees 74 
( j) farm pickup of grain by the elevator 24 
(k) availability of storage facilities 65 
(1) Premium and discount schedules 68 
(m) Availability of forward contracts 69 
SECTION Ill. MARKETING OBJECTIVES AND DECISIONS 
(a) When you get ready to sell grain, from how many buyers do you 
usually obtain bids or price quotations? 2 (Average) 
(b) How soon after the grain price changes by more than 5 cents do 
you hear about the change? 
Minutes 8 Hours __ Days (Average) 
(c) How soon after learning of the above market change would you 
be able to sell grain if you so desired? 
-B6.,_ Minutes Hours _____ Days (Average) 
2. Listed below are several possible sources of marketing information. 
Please indicate, by giving number from "1" to "9911 , how important 




Iaportance of Marketins Inforaation Sourcea 
The following ocala aay help keep the directions 
















wire service or teletype 
computerized information sources 
personal contacts 









__ 3_7 __ 
Jl 
51 
3. When deciding to market your grun, several different typea of 
information may be uaportant. Please indicate. by g1v1ng a number 
from "1 11 to 11 99 11 1 how important each type of information l1sted 
below is to you when making a selli'ng decision. (Average) 
Importance of Marketins Information 
~,_--~Th~e~f=o=l~l~ow~in:as~s~c~a~l~e~ma~y~h~e~l~p~k~e~e~p~t~h~e~d=i~r=e=cjt~•o~n~s~in mind I 
1 10 20 30 ~ so 60 70 80 90 99 
llot Moderately Highly 
iaportant important important 













export activity and prospects 
crop estimates and carryover figures 
futures prices 
local elevator price the day of the aale 
private market analyst's expectations 
aovernment or university market analysts 
storage available 
voluiDB of grain being sold froa your local area 
governaent loan price for 1982 
opinions of ne1ghbors and fr1ends 
conaultation with bankers 














4. Generally, producera have objectives when aarketing grain. Pleaae 
indicate by giving a number frena 11 111 to 11 9911 how important each of 
the followinl liated below is in making marketing deciaiona. (Average; 
laportance of Harketins Objectivea 
I 1 
















obtain the top price 
minimize storage costs 
reduce risk of adverse price change 
maximize annual profit 
avoid income fluctuations and high tax brackets 








5. Causes of market inefficiency, if any, can be related to prices not 
reflecting the value of products or high grain handling coats. 
Please indicate, by giving a number from "1" to 11 9911 , the relative 
importance of each of the factors listed below as factors causing 
markets to be inefficient. (Average) 
Importance of Factors Causing Inefficiency 
I The following scale may help keep the directions in mind I 
1 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 99 
Not Moderately l!ighly 






lack of market information 
not enough competition among buyers for ~ 
grain 
lack of proper grading specifications, premiums 
and discounts at local elevators 
unanticipated variations~in the price of grain 
lack of ava1lable transportation facilities 
f. other 
53 




6. Producers can market grain several different ways. During 1982, 
approximately what percentage of your grain did you 9ell or do you 
plan to sell us1ng each of t~e methods listed below. (Average) 
Corn Wheat Soybeans 
a. Sell at harvest (no prior contract) _4_6 __ .2Q_ _5_2_ 
b. Forward contract for cash sale at 
harvest _4_0_ ~ __ 5_o_ 
c. Store on the farm and deliver later 
(no prior contract) _ 7_9 __ _ 3_5 _ _6_4 _ 
d. Store on the farm with a contract for 
later delivery __ 74 __ _ 7_3 _ _ 5_9_ 
e. Store off t~e farm and sell later 
(no contract) __ 7_8 __ _ 62 __ _6_0 _ 
f. Store off the farm wtth a contract 
for later sale __ so __ _6_3 _ _5_7_ 
g. Ot~er 
7. Did you use the futures market to price any of the grain you sold? 
Yes _!t.2,._ No lQl_ (Frequency) 
(33%) (67%) 
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SECTION IV. ELECTRONIC MARKETING 
(READ): Electronic marketing involves using various forms of communication and 
data processing technology to market agricultural commodities. Buyers and sellers 
trade commodities with the aid of conference telephones, video tape equipment, 
microcomputers, or computer terminals connected to large (main frame) computers. The 
objective of electronic markets is to create a centralized trading arena where all 
potential buyers and sellers can compete and finalize trades. Commodities are sold 
based on description. Often, commodities remain on the farm until the sale is 
completed and an acceptable price is established. Electronic markets have been tried 
for feeder pigs, slaughter hogs, feeder cattle, slaughter cattle, slaughter lambs, 
wholesale meat, eggs, cotton, and hay. Some electronic markettng systems are operated 
commercially, while others have not been successful. 
Familiarity With Electronic Marketing 
The following scale may help keep the directtons in mind 







1. Please indicate on a scale of 11 1" to "99" how familtar you were with electronic 
marketing before this interview began? ___ 2_8___ (Average) 
2. Have you marketed commodities by an electronic marketing method? (Frequency) 
11 Yes 138 No 
(7%) (93%) 
a. What method? 
b. What COIIIIIIOdity? 
3. Are you aware of other producers who have marketed their commodities by an 
electronic marketing method? 29 Yes 121 No (Frequency) 
(19%) (81:;) 
a. What method? 
b. What commodity? 
4. If an electronic market for selling your grain was available, how would you rate 
the importance of each of its potencial pricing characteristics? Please 
indicate by giving a number from "1" to "99" to reflect the relattve tmportance 
of each of the characteristics listed below. (Average) 
Importance of Potential Pricing Characteristtcs 
The following scale may help keep the directions in mind 














Producers could offer their grain at a set price and waLt 
until a buyer bid that amount 
Producers could offer to forward contract their grain at a 
set price and wait until a buyer bid that amount 
Producers could have their grain auctioned to the highest 
bidder 
Producers could place a reservation or floor price (unknown to 
buyers) on their grain 
Producers could change their reservation or floor price as 









Producers could place futures market orders 
Producers could offer their grain to more buyers -------
Other -----------------------------------
5. If an electronic market for selling your grain was available, how would you rate 
the importance of each of ita potential infot'1Dation services. Please indicate 
by giving a number from "1" to "99" to reflect the relative importance of each of 






Importance of Potent1al Information Services 
The follovins acale may help keep the directions in mind 







Producers could have acceas to details of th~ tDOst recent 
individual trades 
Producers could have access to summaries of all trades 
Producers could have acceas to cash price bids from buyers 
Producers could have access to forward contract bids from 
buyers 
Producers could have access to other market information: 
1. currency exchange rates 
2. news, general 
COIIUIIOdity 





4. trade leads 
5. transportation rates 
6. USDA reports 










6. If an electronic market for selling your grain was avatlable, how would you rate 
the importance of each descriptive characteristic? Please indicate by g1ving a 
number from 11 1 11 to "99 11 to reflect the relative importance of each of the 
descriptive characteristics listed below. (Average) 






the directtons in mtnd 
60 70 80 90 99 
Highly 
important 
Producers could sell thetr grain based on the followtng descriptive 
charac:teristl.cs: 
a. locatton (FOB a specific point) 
b. delivery conditions 
c. quantity 
d. moisture 
e. U. S. grade 
f. protein 
g. percent oil (soybeans) 
h. heat damage 
i. to ta 1 damage 
j. broken kernels 
k. test weight 




1. If an electronic market was available to sell you grain, how would you rate the 
importance of each of ita potential storage and transportation services? 
Please indicate by giving a number from "1" to "99" to reflect the relat1ve 






Importance of Potential Storage and Transportation Servtces 
11 
The following scale may help keep the directions in mir,.'. 





Producers could locate available storage for grain 




Producers could locate transportation for mov1ng their grain 








8. tf an electronic market vas available to sell your grain, how would you rate the 
importance of each of its potential operational characteristics? Please 
indicate by giving a number from "1" to "9911 to reflect the relative importance 
of each of the operational characteristics listed below. (Average) 
Importance of Potential Operational Characteristics 
The following scale may help keep the direct1ons in m1nd 













Producers could access the trading system from the1r home 
(with a telephone and computer terminal or microcomputer) 
Producers could access the trading system from a local 
agribusiness (elevator, lender, farm supply dealer, etc.) 
Producers could send and rece1ve electronic mail 
Producers could use the computers for other consumer 







9. There are several potential grain sellers and buyera as well aa other firms that 
could be involved in an electronic market for grain. Please indicate on a scale 
of 1' 1" to "9911 how much you feel each of the groups listed below may benefit from 
an electronic market for grain? (Average) 
a. 
b. 
Benefit for Grain Buyers and Sellers 
The following scale may help keep the directions in mind 








I. livestock feeders 
2. local elevators 
3. grain m1llers and 
4. feed mills 
Moderate 
benefit 












10. Lis ted be low are several groups which might be involved in an electronic market. 








or or Private 
producer buyer third 
trade trade party Govern-
assns. assns. firms ment 
own and control the 
system __ 94_ __ 3_2 _ 47 12 
guarantee delivery of 
grain _ilL 29 14 11 
guarantee payment 20 107 -15- _1_9_ 
describe and grade grain 
__ 3_5_ --49- _ 5_1_ _3_7 _ 
guarantee quality 162 
__ 1_8_ _3_0_ _1_7_ 
resolve disputes 27 20 94 26 
Need for a Gra1n Electronic Marketing System 
The following scale may help keep the directions in mind 
No 
need 












11. Please indicate on a scale of "1" to "99'' how strong you feel the need is for an 
electron1c marketing system for grains. __ 6_2 __ 
Give the principle reasons why or why not: 
12. Indicate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the statements 







Extent of Agreement or Disagreement with Statement 
The following scale may help in keeping the directions in mind 





I expect grain will be bought and sold through a computerized 
trading system within 5 years 
I expect transportation services will be bought and sold 
through a computerized trading system within 5 years 
I expect my local elevator will use a computerized trading 
system 
I expect 'l will use a computerized trading system 
I expect my local elevator will use a computerized 
information system 










13. If in fact a systea is developed on a coat-efficient basis, would you have one? 
62 Yea 28 Ho _22.. Maybe (Frequency) 
<42%> n9:t:> em:> 
14. How auch would you be Wl1ling to pay per aonth for the use of ouch a aystea? ____ _ 
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SECTION V, ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT FARM AND FARM OPERAtoR 
Nov could we have a little inforaation about you, please? 
1. 
2. 
(a) In what year were you born? (Average) 
(b) What is the highest grade of school you coapleted? (Average) 
(c) How aany years have you faraed since your 18th birthday? (AV) 
(d) During how aany of these (entry in c) years have you 
produced (wheat/corn/soybeans)? (Average) 
What proportion of your gross fara incoae is derived froa sale of 
grain? (Average) 
3. Do you produce livestock? Yee ~ Ho __ 6_9_ (Frequency) 
(54%) (46%) 














Name of Firm: 
Address: 
FEEDLOT SURVEY 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Oklaho~a State University 
Phone: ( )--~~~~--~~~----------­Name of p;r9on Completing the Survey: 
Position: 
Current Capacity o.f Feedlot 20990 5000-180000 head 
During 1982, approximately what percentage of the cattle fed were owned by the feedlot? 
31 % 
I. GENERAL 
1. For each of the following potential sources of information, indicate their relative 
importance to your firm as a source of market information on grain and cattle. 
Please consider both the futures and cash market. 
Less Than Greater Than 
111 
Not Moderately Moderately Moderately 
Source of Information Important . Important Important Important 
Very 
Important 
Packers' Opinions •••••••••••••••••••• 9(12%) 
Cattle Trade Associations (Texas 
Cattle Feeders, Cattlefax, etc.) •••• 1( 1%) 
Commodity Brokers •••••••••••••••••••• 5( 6%) 
Grain & Other Consultants •••••••••••• 3( 4%) 
Other Feeders' Opinions •••••••••••••• 4( 5%) 
Private Newsletters •••••••••••••••••• 7( 9%) 
Radio ............................... ol4(19%) 
Technical Data (Charts, 
moving averages, ect. ) .............. 7( 9%) 
Television ................. , ......... 29(38%) 
University Newsletter •••••••••••••••• 22(28%) 
Videotex (Agristar, Instant Update, 
etc.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l5(2l%) 



































4 ( 5%) 
9 ( 13%) 
21(29%) 
2. Have you heard about electronic marketing '' te leauctions, video auctions, or 
computerized systems) of agricultural comm!dities? Yes 78 No 0 
a. If yes, what type? Teleauction 21 VLdeo Auction~ 
Computerized-rrading Systems ~ 
b. If yes, what comodities? Feeder Cattle 78 Fed Cattle 14 Feeder Pigs 6 












c. If yes, please indicate the extent to whi~the majority of y~ information about 


















3. Have you ever bought or sold anything through electronic marketing? Yes 22 No 55 
a. If yes, what type? Teleauction 2 Video Auction 20 
Computerized-rrading Systems 4---
b. If yes, what commodities? Feeder Cattle 20 Fed Cattle 3 Feeder Pigs 0 
Slaughter Hogs---0 Slaughter Lambs 1 Cotton __ 1_ 




























Brokers 2Q_ Elevators ~ Farmers 20 
Does the feedlot use a computer? Yes ~ No ~ 
a. If yes, what brand? ----------------------~---------Model? 
b. For what functions do you use your computer? 
GRAIN 
During 1982, approximately what percent of the feed grains volume was corn? 
During 1982, approximately how many bushels of corn was fed? 5.6milbu. 
1-150 mil bu. 
Please complete the following table with respect to corn purchased during 1982. 
a. City and State of top 5 suppliers of corn. 
b. Percent of total corn purchases originating from supplier. 
c. Type of Supplier (Brokers, Elevators, Farmers, produced by your feedlot ownership 
or affiliate). 
d. Hauling method (truck, rail, or barge). 









What percent of your corn is graded by: 
Unofficial grade: Buyer does grading 
Unofficial grade: Seller does grading 

























4. For each of the following statements, please indicate the extent that you agree or 
disagree. 
Strongly No Opinion Strongly 
Agree Disagree Disagree Or Neutral Agree 
I am satisfied with the quality 
of grain I am able to purchase............. 1(1%) 5( 6%) 
I have no problem locating 
sufficient quantities of grain............. 0 7( 9%) 
I feel the local basis ia in 
line with market conditions................ 3(4%) 14(18%) 
I have no problems collecting discounts 
for grain not meeting specifications....... 3(4%) 8(11%) 
Overall, I am satisfied with the method I 
am currently using to purchase feed grains. 1(1%) 7( 9%) 
An electronic information system could 
help me locate grain more readily.......... 0 12(16%) 
An electronic information system would 
allow me to procure grain at a lover coat.. 3(4%) 16{21%) 
I would like to see an electronic 
information system be developed for 
gra1na..................................... 2(3%) 10(13%) 
I would use an electronic information 
7( 9%) 53(70%) 10(13%) 
6( 8%) 55(72%) 8(11%) 
13(17%) 41(54%) 5( 7%) 
9(12%) 48(64%) 7( 9%) 
11(15%) 47(62%) 10(13%) 
34(45%) 25(33%) 5( 6%) 
47(63%) 7( 9%) 2( 3%) 
32(43%) 28(37%) 3( 4%) 
36(47%) 23(30%) 3( 4%) 
47(62%) 3( 4%) 3( 4%) 
35(46%) 24(32%) 3( 4%) 
40(53%) 16(21%) 3( 4%) 
5. If an electronic market for buying or selling grain vas available, how would you rate 
the importance of each descriptive characteristic? 
a. Location (FOB a specific point). 
b. Delivery conditions ••••••••••••• 
c. Quantity •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
d. MOisture •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
e. u.s. Grade •••••••••••••••••••••• 
f. Protein •• .' •••••••••••••••••••••• 
g. Time in storage ••••••••••••••••• 
h. Heat damage ••••••••••••••••••••• 
i. Total damage •••••••••••••••••••• 
j. Broken kernels •••••••••••••••••• 
k. Test weight ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1. Foreign material •••••••••••••••• 
m. Defects ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

































Moderately Moderately Very 
Important Important Important 
13(17%) 8(11%) 49 (66%) 
8'11%l 18(24%) 49~66%) 
~~{JQ~l 18{24%) 30{40%) 
l2W:i~l 12{16~) 46(64%) 
:!.!1{19?,;) 22{29%) 36{48%2 
23{31%) 21{29%) 22{30%2 
20{27~l 24{32%2 19 {25%) 
7{10%) 14{197.) 52{71%) 
7( 9?,;) 11{;!,5%) 56{76%) 
lfi£22:!;) J.8(24~l 36{49%} 
z (lQ?,l 23{311!;) 43{58%2 
10{14%) 16{22%) 47{64%2 
l!l(l!!Xl l2(2!i2:l 44(6Q~l 
Z:HJ::i2:l l!i(22Xl 22(Jl~l 
6. What percentage of your corn purchased was handled in the following way? 
NR=67 62 % No discount: corn met specification 
NR•66 ----6-% No discount: corn riot accepted 
NR=66 19 % Discount using southwest scale 
NR•66 __!l_% Other discount procedure (explain): ____________________________________ _ 
100% 
1. Attached is the current southwest scale for corn. Would it be acceptable for 
discounting corn in an electronic marketing systsa? Yea 56 No 10 
If no, please make those changes directly on the scale which wou~make it 
acceptable. 
Corn 
Trading Basis No. 2 Com per Hundredweight. 
Prenium-------------------------------ISt for No. 
Discounts 
Moisture-------------------------Moisture deductions are by weight equal to 1.5 times 
percentage moisture above 15.51. Deductions for 
moisture shall be taken from the net we1ght before 
other discounts are applied. 
Test Weight------------------------It for each 1 lb. or fraction thereof from SJ.g lbs. 
to 50 lbs.; St for each 1 lb. or fraction thereof 
below 50 lbs. o 
Broken Corn & Foreign Haterial-----2t for each IS or fraction thereof from Sol~ to lOS; 
4t for each a or fraction therof from 10.1~ to 2DS. 
Heat Damaqe-----------------------lt for each 0.1% from 0.31' through Uo 
Total Damage ---------------..:------zt for each 1:1: or fraction thereof from Sol: to 15:1:; 
4t for each u; or fraction thereof from 15.1:1: to 20:. 
Heat 1 ng ----------------------------St 
Mus tv• -----------------------------lOt 
Sour:. ------------------------------1 De 
Weev lly*---------------------------St 
*If grain is musty, sour or weevily. buyer has option of applying discounts or 
returning grain to seller at seller's expense. 
If dlscou~ts exceed ranges in this scale or If grain is of Distinctly Low Quality. buyer 
IMs option, upon notifying seller, of negotiating addlttonal discounts or returning 
grain at seller's expense. 
Purchase 61 ,SDO lbso of No. 2 corn at $4o20/cwt. with the Southwest Scale of Grain 
Prenlums & Discounts to apply. 
Sample 
Factor Report 
Mol sture------------------------16 0 as 
Test We lght---------------------54. D 1 bs. 
Broken Corn & Foreign Materfal--9.8:1: 
liNt Damage---------------------0.4:1: 








Moisture discount---------------1.3:1: X 1. 5 • 1. 95S 
Moisture de<luction--------------61 ,500 lbs. X 1.95~ = 1,1g9 lbso 
TOTAL 
Pay weight----------------------61 ,500 1 bs 0 - 1 ,199 1 bs o • 60,301 lbs. 
Pay price---------------------$4 0 20 • SO o 28 • $3 o 92 










1. For each of the following statements, please indicate the extent that you agree or 
disagree. 
I generally have no problems locating 
transportation for feed grains purchased ••••• 
I believe the rail transportation rates 
are appropriate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I believe the truck transportation rates 
are appropriate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
An electronic marketing system could help 
me locate transportation more readily •••••••• 
An electronic marketing system would allow 
me to procure transportation at a lower 
cost ...............••....•••.••.........•..•. 
I would like to see an electronic marketing 
system be developed for transportation 
services ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I would use an electronic marketing 
system for transportation services ••••••••••• 
I believe within 5 years an electronic 
marketing system for grains and 












Disagree Or Neutral Agree 
0 2( 3%) 57(76%) 
11(15%) 44(60%) 15 (20%) 
12(16%) 20(27%) 40 (53%) 
16(22%) 38(51%) 17(23%) 
18(24%) 44(60%) 8(11%) 
12(16%) 46(61%) 14(19%) 
16(21%) 44(59%) 11(15%) 











2. Do you own your own trucks for transporting grain to the feedlot? Yes ~ No~ 
3. During 1982, approximately what percent of your corn was purchased with the 
following condiuions: 
FOB Feedlot ~% Other: ____________________ __ 
IV. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
FOB Origin 27 % 
0 % 
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1. Listed below are several groups which mignt be involved in an electronic market. If an 
electronic market for grains was formed who should: 
Producers Buyers 
or or *Private 
Producer Buyer Third 
Trade Trade Party Govern-
Assns. Assns. Firms ment Other 
a. Own and control the system •••••• 21p1:t} 12(18%) 40(59%) 0 
b. Guarantee delivery of grain ••••• 33~49%l 7(10%) 27(40%) 0 
c. Guarantee payment ••••••••••••••• 4! 6%l 36!53%l 26(38%) 1~ 1%~ 
d. Describe and grade grain •••••••• 14(21%} 7~10%l 36(53%) 16~24%~ 
e. Guarantee quality ••••••••••••••• J2(47%l 4! 6%l 29(43%) 3~ 4%~ 
f. Resolve dispute ••••••••••••••••• J.J!l2%l 14~21%} 47~69%) sc n:5 
* The Private Third Party Firms would be independent firms set up specifically to 







2. For your feedlot, list the major advantages of an electronic marketing system for grain 
and transportation services. 
3. For your feedlot, list the major disadvantages of an electronic marketing system for 
grain and transportation services. 
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APPENDIX F 
CHISQUARE VALUES AND OBSERVED SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FDR 
TESTS ON RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RESPONDENT GROUPS 
AND POTENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A 




a. Expanded information on quantities of 
grains offered at specific prices 
b. Ability to bid on grain based on 
producer's asking prices 
c. Expanded procurement area for grain 
d. Expanded sales area 
e. Ability to participate in periodic 
grain auctions 
f. Ability to change bid or offer pnces 
as frequently as you wish 
Information Services 
a. Improved access to detPils of current 
sales or purchases 
b. Improved access to summaries of all 
sales and purchases 
c. Improved access to forward contract 
offers from producers 
d. Improved access to information about 
available storage facilities 
APPENDIX F 
Elevator Operator Responses 
Type of Size of 
Organization Operation 
h . 1 h. 1 C ~-Sq OSL C ~-Sq OSL 
6.478 0.1662 9.838 0.2766 
4.383 o. 35 66 10.018 0.2638 
5.366 0.2517 2. 95 7 0.9370 
0. 26 7 0.9918 4.737 0. 785 3 
1. 817 0. 7694 5. 5 60 0.6964 
5. 37R 0.2507 6.442 0. 5 97 8 











0.689 0.9527 8.346 0.4004 1.954 
1 . 910 0.7522 10.749 0 . 216 3 2. 5 24 















Elevator Operator Responses 
Type of Size of Crop 
Characteristic Organization Operation Handled 
Chi-Sq OSL l Ch i-Sq OSL1 Chi-Sq OSL l 
e. Currency exchange rates 6.193 0.185 2 4.946 0.7633 7.061 0. 5 301 
News: general 4.955 o. 2920 9.070 0.3364 1. 802 0.9865 
commodity 4. 710 0.3183 8. 202 0.4140 4.468 0.8126 
Prices: local 3.823 o. 4305 6.927 0. 5445 2.374 0. 9673 
national 3.238 0.5188 4.162 0.8422 3.921 0.8642 
world 4.821 0. 3062 3.909 0.8653 4.833 0. 7753 
futures 7.049 0.1333 13.363 o. 1000 1.943 0. 9827 
forecast 2. 435 0.6563 9.126 0. 3318 7.435 0.4905 
Trade leads 1.508 0.8252 15.294 0.0537 2.292 0. 9707 
Transportation Rates 2.470 0.6500 7.144 o. 5 212 7.466 o. 4872 
USDA reports 3.022 0.5542 9. 956 0.2681 6.682 0.5713 
Weather: local 4.009 0.408 12.149 0.1447 2.192 0.9745 
national 3.437 0.4875 7.235 0. 5115 7.019 0. 5 346 
world 4. 215 0. 377 6 8. 795 o. 3599 5' 313 0. 72 36 
Operational Characteristics 
a. Market grain ~nowing th~t seller 
performance is guaranteed 0.767 0.9428 12.814 0.1184 2.621 0. 955 8 
b. Send and receive electronic mail 0. 938 0.9191 15.492 0.0503 3.939 0.8626 
c. Use the computer for other consumer services 2.906 0.5737 7.064 0.5298 3.464 0.9004 
Transportation Services 
a. Locate truck transportation 3.583 0.4654 5.196 o. 7364 3.998 0. 85 73 
b. Locate rail transportation 1. 382 0.8474 4.634 0. 7959 8. 411 0.3944 
c. Locate barge transportation 8.190 0.0849 11.485 0.1757 2. 491 0. 9621 
1-' 
d. Negotiate freight rates 8.941 0.0626 3. 831 0.8720 5.825 0.6669 
1-' 
~ 
Elevator Operator Responses 
Type of Size of Crop 
Characteristic Organization Operation Handled 
Chi-Sq OSL l Chi-Sq OSL l Chi-Sq OSL 1 
Descriptive Characteristics 
a. Location (FOB) 3.490 0.4794 3.878 0.8679 2. 452 0.9639 
b. Delivery conditions 6. 615 0.1577 4.984 0. 7592 1. 919 0. 9834 
c. Quantity 4.405 0. 35 39 6.558 o. 5850 1. 5 27 0.9922 
d. Moisture 6. 743 0.1501 6.5 73 0.5635 1.100 0.9975 
e. U.S. Grade 8. 772 0.0671 8.837 0. 3562 1. 997 0.9811 
f. Protein 8.161 0.0859 4. 723 0. 78 6 7 13.5 32 0.0948 
g. Percent Oi 1 5. 865 0.2094 10.806 0.2129 3.714 0.8819 
h. Heat Damage 5. 924 0.2049 7. 503 0. 4834 3.256 0.9172 
~. Total Damage 6.903 0.1411 4.366 0.8227 2.838 0.9441 
j. Broken Kernels 5.297 0.2581 3.865 0.8691 1. 343 0.9950 
k. Test Weight 6.697 0.1528 9.130 0. 3314 2. 5 25 0.9606 
1. Foreign Material 7. 231 0.1242 17.083 0.0693 1. 5 92 0. 9911 
m. Defects 2.903 0.5741 7.166 0. 5189 3.750 0.8790 





Grain Producer Responses 
By size of By crop 
ope rat ion grown 
Pricing Characteristics Chi-sq Chi-sq 
a. Offer grain at a set price and 
wait unt i 1 a buyer bids that 
amount 7 .111 0.5247 5. 5 39 0.6987 
b. Forward contract gra~n at a set 
price and wait unt i 1 a buyer bids 
that amount 5.503 0.7027 3.049 0.9312 
c. !-lave grain auctioned to the 
highest bidder 3.766 0.8766 8.041 0.4295 
d. Place a reservation or floor 
price on your gra~n 2. 454 0.9638 10.791 0.2138 
e. Change your reservation or floor 
price as frequent 1y as you wish 8.668 o. 3711 8.812 0.3584 
f. Price futures market orders 4.599 0. 7994 3.171 0.9231 
g. Offer grain to more buyers 9.841 0.2764 2.676 0. 95 30 
Information Services 
a. Improved access to details of 
the most recent individual 
trades 3. 599 0. 8914 6.082 0.6380 
b. Improved access to summar~es 
of all trades 12. 07 6 0.1479 7.122 0.5236 
c. Improved access to cash price 
bids from buyers 7. 808 0.4465 10. 323 0. 2431 
d. Improved access to forward 
contract bids from buyers 3.011 0.9336 3.785 0.8760 
e. Improved access to other market 
information: 
1. News: general 10.620 0.2242 4.202 0.8385 
commodity 8.131 0. 4208 2. 354 0.9682 





3. Currency exchange rates 
4. Trade Leads* 
5. Transportation qates 
6. USDA reports 
7. Weather*>'< 
8. Local weather* 
9. National weather* 
10. World weather* 
Descriptive Characteristics 
a. Location (FOB) 
b. Delivery conditions 
c. Quantity 
d. Moisture 
e. U.S. Grade 
f. Protein 
g. Percent oil 
h. Heat damage 
L Total damage 
J. Broken kernels 
k. Test weight 
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Grain Producer Responses 
By size of 
operation 


































































0. 5 21 
1.649 
1. 248 




























0. 85 75 
0.6761 
o. 7969 
Grain Producer Responses 
By s1ze of By crop 
operation 
1. Foreign material 
m. Defects 
n. DHV 
Storage and Transportation Services 
a. Locate available storage 
for grain 
b. 0 ffer gra1n to elevators for 
a set storage fee 
c. Locate transportation for 
moving your gra1n 
d. Negotiate freight rates 
for grain shipping 
Operational Characteristics 









performance 1s guaranteed 3.362 
b. Access the trading system 
from your home 6. 830 
c. Access t1·:e trading system from 
a local agribusiness 5.631 
d. Send and rece1ve electronic 
mail 5.688 
e. Use the computer for other 
consumer serv1ces 12. 397 
* Producer personal interview only. 























5. 5 31 
















1observed Significance Level (OSL) 1s the probability of making 
an error when you reject the null hypothesis that the respondent groups 
are not significantly associated with the potential characteristics. 
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Feedlot Operator Responses 
By Size of Operation 
Chi-sq OSL 1 
Descriptive Characteristics 
a. Location (FOB) 6.134 0.6322 
b. Delivery conditions 2. 375 0.6671 
c. Quantity 7. 5 63 0.4773 
d. Moisture 13. 260 0.1032 
e. u.s. Grade 7. 5 25 0.2750 
f. Prate in 8. 5 38 0.3828 
g. Time ln storage 6. 456 0.5962 
h. Heat damage 4. 421 0. 3520 
l. Total damage 1. 434 0.8382 
J • Broken kerne 1s 6.922 0. 3282 
k. Test weight 6.829 0. 3369 
1. Foreign material 8.063 0.2335 
m. Defects 3.412 0. 4914 
n. Se 1ler 12.912 0. 1149 
1observed Significance Level (OSL) is the probability of making 
an error when you reject the null hypothesis that the respondent groups 
are not significantly associated with the potential characteristics. 
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